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Combating Corruption In Public Procurement
- Kameshwar Choudhary
Ex.COS, ECR & NR
“ Corruption is a tree, whose branches are of immeasurable
length, they spread everywhere and dew that drops from
thence have infected some chairs and stools of authority”
-John Fletcher in 'The Honest Man's Fortune'
Corruption in public affairs is not a new phenomenon. It is
as old as living civilization, wherein persons in power have been
using, abusing and misusing authority in their own ways.
Liberalisation of economy and augmentation of information and
communication technologies have made it global and more
inclusive. Moral values and conduct of business have undergone
drastic change. There has been a collapse of sense of respect for
an honest player in society, due to predominance of wealth in daily
life. The crisis of human value has been deepening owing to an
increasing gap of income and wealth in society and also for want of
economic justice.
India has witnessed in past, rocking of parliament and ouster
of elected Govt on the issue of infamous Boffors and Howitzer deals
in procurement by Defence Ministry during mid- Eighties. The
infamous Urea Scam for procurement of Urea for distribution of
fertilizers amongst farmers by National Fertilizers Ltd (NFL) during
1995-96 had made sensation in the country. The contract was placed
on M/s Karsan Ltd, Ankara, Turkey (Indian Agent: M/s Sai Krishna
Impex Pvt Ltd) for 200,000 MT of Urea (Bagged) @US $ 190 per
MT on CIF basis from CIS country at a total cost of US$38 million
(approx. Rs133 crore). Urea never reached India , though full
payment was released to the contractor.
The investigations were in full swing but nothing is known to
public as final outcome and lessons learnt.
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During the organization of Common Wealth Games in 2010
at Delhi, much hue and cry was created by public at various corners
on procurement of overlay equipments, time machines and various
construction sites. It was in this context that one man committee
headed by Shree Vinod Dhall was appointed by GOI, to study
procurement system of Govt. Based on the recommendation of
the Committee, a draft Public Procurement Bill was proposed in
2011. The Bill has however, not seen light of the day and has lapsed
with expiry of the tenure of 25th Parliament. Recent cases of
allocation of 2G spectrum by Deptt of Telecom and Coal block by
Ministry of Coal decided at the apex level in Govt of India, was
raised by CAG - the constitutional oversight authority of Govt of
India. These events have put many political leaders, business
magnates and bureaucrats in docks. Civil Society and citizens of
the country have lost faith in administration of public affairs in the
country.
Public Procurement is the major area of focus, as all
expenditures of central government, state, local self govt and govt
controlled Public Sector Enterprises are engaged in procurement
of goods, works, services and consultancy services at the cost of
public money. The function has been attacked badly by Courts of
Law in the country.
Various studies and reports have revealed that India has been
spending about 15%-20% of GDP and about 34-40% of annual
expenditure budget by way of procurement by Central Government
of Union of India. The amount is so huge that it impacts every facet
of economy. Indian Railways procure more than Rs.30,000 cr worth
materials in a year. Other major organisations such as Defence,
Post, Telecom, Health, Para military forces, AIR and TV centres
are contributing more than half the budget. CPWD, Border Road
and Highways add to budgetary expenditure of Govt for their projects
of maintenance and development of assets.
The impact of procurement is so profound that it has
attracted public attention demanding probity of public professionals.
The role of Govt organisations handling procurement is of prime
importance. Probity in procurement calls for transparency of
3
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process, accountability of authorities,and credibility of organisations.
The objectives of delivery of objects at the best Value for Money,
without compromising efficiency are major challenge f or
procurement officials. Lack of recognition of this profession,
proper training, standard model of operation has made this
function as untouchable in public arena due to tarnished image
for corruption and non delivery. Much hue and cry have
been made without full understanding of procurement process
and study thereof. Even decentralization of procurement made
during 1991 on the wave of liberalization of Indian economy was
contrary to Govt ‘s own study and recommendations of various
committee who suggested for strenghthening and improvement of
procurement.
Corruption can however, not be ruled out in procurement as
also in other areas of public affairs. It is inevitable in a society or
organization where loose process and lack of accountability exist.
Corruption is likely to impact more when the opportunity of
expenditure in public regime grows. However, it can be tamed by
proper Exposure system in- built in the system.
Delay in administrative and judicial process gives rise to
fearless corruption. Singapore as a country has robust system of
exposure for corruption. This has put the small country on top on
the map of least corrupt states.
Can there be sustainable corruption if supplying community
displays clean participation and healthy competition in procurement
process? Most of the time , it is the business rivalry of contractors,
their race to bag the contract and their behavior of bidding in
cartel that are responsible for creating environment conducive to
corruption.
United Nation Convention against Corruption which came in
force on 14th Dec 2005 provided legal and political framework to
combat corruption. India became party to UNCAC in 2011. Article 9 of it refers to the function of procurement in management of public
finance. Indian public procurement Bill-2011 was also drafted and
circulated by Ministry of Finance, GOI. Though there has been slow
progress in this direction, but efforts made in this direction shows
4
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compulsion of Govt in bringing procurement on rear seat in public
institutions. However, need of system design, standard operating
process and performance assessment mechanism are still required
to be placed in position .
Access of opportunity and non discrimination in treatment is
the call of the day. The transparency of process and non arbitrariness
in dealings are major expectations. Competition is the key to
procurement. But collusions and cartel of Bidders and dominance
of market players require professional acumen and brilliant strategy.
In procurement the probity requires clean procurement bereft of
corruption and conflicts of interests. It also requires ethical standards
of dealings with high integrity. Efficiency in procurement is required
without compromising economy and competition.
Amongst the central government organisations in India,
Railways and DGS&D have been the least vulnerable to corruption
scale because of well drafted Codes and Manual, independently
organized technical authorities (AHSP-Authority Holding Sealed
Particulars) and experienced cadre based professional manpower.
The same does not hold good for many other govt organisations.
Even in Railways, each zonal Railway and Production Units have
different Bidding documents instead of Standard Bidding Document,
though IRS conditions and GCC governing contracts are same.
The methodology of handling imported equipments and components
are different in different procurement organisations. This is why,
there is a need to design a good system, equip them with clear
codes, build infosystem and enhance their human capability to
handle the tasks.
In order to combat corruption, following small mathematical
equation can be of help to understand dynamics of operation.
C = k.[O/E—(S+L)]
Where, C stands for corruption
O - opportunity
E - Exposure

C = k. [O/E—(S+L)]
C
O
E
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S - System standard
L - Leadership
k - coefficient of corruption
The opportunity in economy and coefficient of corruption shall
remain whether they vary or are stagnant. What is required to be
concerned is build a robust Exposure mechanism, a system of
standard procurement model and development of leadership by
training and motivation.
The system of procurement means comprehensive codes,
clear guidelines, standard Bidding Documents, well designed
inf ormation system and proper performance assessment
mechanism with appropriate Grievance redressal system. Electronic
Tendering implemented by Railways, DGS&D, and central govt
deptts have helped in eliminating many ills of human interface.
Leadership plays an important role in an organization involved
in procurement. Appropriate direction, guidance, accountability and
process standardization depend upon initiative and involvement of
leaders. However, leaders alone may not eradicate corruption as
procurement is a multidisciplinary distributed function based on
knowledge and informations not only internal but also replete with
externalities. Hence, devising a system, designing organization,
standardizing operating procedure and documents, implementing
complete electronic procurement system, regular training and
interface of stakeholders will help in minimizing corruption and
maintaining probity in public procurement.

S
L
k

IN RACE BETWEEN LION & DEER MANY
A TIMES THE DEER WINS BECAUSE
LION RUNS FOR FOOD BUT DEER RUNS
FOR LIFE. PURPOSE IS MORE
IMPORTANT THAN NEED.
6
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Misconduct By The Officers Performing
Quasi-judicial Duties
- Ghanshyam Bansal
General Manager (Administration) DFCCIL
Ex- Directior Vigilance (E-II), Railway Board
The general perception is that the officers performing quasijudicial duties are completely immune from any disciplinary action
simply by virtue of the term ‘judicial’ associated with the duties. The
perception is only partially true and there is a probability that some
of such duties may end up in trouble if not handled properly. The
aim of this Article is not to create panic among the officers or to
establish supremacy of any particular organisation. The actual aim
is to create awareness among the officers discharging the duties
while acting as ‘Arbitrator’ or ‘Disciplinary Authority’.
Literally speaking, quasi means ‘not exactly’. Therefore, an
authority is considered quasi-judicial when it has only some of the
attributes of judicial function. Obviously, these functions stand
somewhere between judicial and administrative functions. It is
nearer to an administrative function in terms of discretionary element
but nearer to judicial one in terms of procedure and impartiality.
Some of the better-known quasi-judicial authorities are CIC,
Consumer Forums, Human Rights Commission, Railway Claims
Tribunals, Tax Appellate Tribunals, Banking Ombudsman, IT
commissioner, IRDA etc.
The perception regarding immunity is not totally unfounded
and baseless. It derives its strength from the notion that every
award /punishment is liable to be challenged/appealed in the court/
higher authority. However, this is not sufficient for imparting absolute
immunity. It is true that correctness of the decision or its legality
doesn’t attract any attention as the remedy is available in the form
of appeal. But what to do when the prima facie material is available
indicating undue favour to a particular party or recklessness and
negligence on the part of the authority? These actions can be
scrutinised by the competent authority and if found substantiated,
action can be initiated against the officer under Service Conduct
Rules.
Most of us are not convinced. However, there appears to be
no reason to believe that authorities performing quasi-judicial duties
7

are totally immune, when the judges performing pure ‘ judicial’
functions can be questioned for their action and ‘Impeachment’
motion can be initiated for their misconduct. Moreover, there is a
judicial backing for the above postulation. Hon’ble Supreme Court
gave a path-breaking and historical judgment in the case of K.K
Dhawan versus UOI which involved similar situation of an income
Tax Officer performing quasi-judicial duties of ‘Assessment of Tax’.
Disciplinary proceedings were started against the officer under Rule14 of CCS (CCA) Rules – 1965 and he was charged for making
‘assessments’ in an irregular manner, with undue haste and with
a view to confer undue favour upon the assesses. The officer
pleaded that the ‘assessment’ can always be challenged with higher
authority and if such action is taken in every case of ‘wrong
assessment’, it will jeopardize the exercise of judicial function and
the immunity attached to the officers exercising quasi-judicial powers
would be lost.
In the judgment, Hon’ble Supreme Court mentioned that ‘it
is one of the cardinal principles of administration of justice that it
must be free from bias of any kind. The officer who exercise judicial
or quasi-judicial powers acts negligently or recklessly or in order to
confer undue favour on a person is not acting as a judge. In the
present case, this Court is not concerned with the correctness or
legality of the decision of the officer but with his conduct in discharge
of his duties as an officer. The legality of the orders with reference
to the nine assessments may be questioned in appeal or revision
under the Act.’ After detailed deliberation, the Court held that a
misconduct can be considered in the following conditions even
against the authority performing quasi-judicial duties:(a) Where the officer had acted in a manner as would reflect on
his reputation for integrity or good faith;
(b) If there is prima-facie material to show recklessness or
misconduct in the discharge of duty;
(c) If he has acted in a manner which is unbecoming of a
government servant;
(d) If he had acted negligently or that he omitted the prescribed
conditions which are essential for the exercise of statutory
powers;
(e) If he had acted in order to unduly favour a party;
(f) If he had been actuated by corrupt motive however small the
bribe may be.
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It was also mentioned in the judgment that the above
catalogue is not exhaustive and each case will depend upon the
facts associated with it.
The above judgment on the issue was not a stand –alone
judgment. In fact, it was deliberated, modified and again restored
in the subsequent two judgments of Supreme Court. It will, therefore,
be pertinent to discuss the subsequent cases also in the same
sequence i.e. Z.B. Nagarkar Vs Union of India ( 1995) and Duli
Chand Vs Union of India ( 1998).
Case of Z.B. Nagarkar Vs Union of India: Shri Nagarkar
was a Commissioner of Central Excise in Nagpur. He had passed
an adjudication order in 1995 which dealt with some omissions and
commissions of a factory manufacturing HDPE sacks. He ordered
confiscation of the seized goods, imposed fines and demanded
duty also. But he did not impose any penalty under Rule 173Q of
the Central Excise Act for availing inadmissible credit of Additional
duty under section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975. That omission
brought him into trouble and he was taken-up under the Conduct
Rules. His appeal in the lower Courts failed, probably because of
the previous Judgment in the case of K.K. Dhawan versus UOI. He
approached Supreme Court for vacation of the charge-sheet.
Hon’ble Supreme Court took notice of other judgments including
the judgment of K.K. Dhawan Vs UOI and concluded that initiation
of disciplinary proceedings against an officer cannot take place on
vague or indefinite information. The Hon’ble Court also observed
that “If every error of law were to constitute a charge of misconduct,
it would impinge upon the independent functioning of quasi-judicial
officers”.
The court repeatedly pointed out that if there was any error
or illegality in the order passed by the officer, available judicial
remedies should be pursued to correct the error. Consequently,
Shri Nagarkar was held free of blame and this judgment was cited
in many subsequent cases settled in the lower Courts in which
officers were acquitted.
Case of Duli Chand Vs Union of India: It was a similar
case in which Shri Duli Chand was charge-sheeted by the
Government based on similar facts but acquitted by the Tribunal
and the High Court citing the case of Nagarkar. Union of India
approached the ‘Appex Court’ and the case was deliberated third
time on the similar issue. In a total reversal and path-breaking
8

judgment, Hon’ble Supreme Court rejected the applicability of
Nagarkar case observing that, “Nagarkar case was contrary to the
views expressed in K.K. Dhawan case and it does not correctly
represent the law. The decision in K. Dhawan case being that of a
larger bench, would prevail”. Accordingly, the orders of Tribunal and
High Court were set-aside and Shri Duli Chand was held guilty in
the case.
Therefore, it is now settled issue that any public servant acting
as arbitrator/Disciplinary Authority is liable for disciplinary action if
he is found acting negligently or recklessly or wrongly favouring a
party. As far as Indian Railway is concerned, a letter was issued
from Railway Board, based on the above judgment, vide letter No.
99/V-1/CVC/1/9 dated 13.07.99 mentioning that Government is not
precluded from taking disciplinary action for violation of ‘Service
Conduct Rules’ even with regard to exercise of quasi-judicial powers.
It was reiterated by the CVC through their Circular No. 39/11/07
dated 01.11.2007
In a nutshell, even the judiciary is not above the law and the
charges of corruption or misappropriation have been labeled against
them also. Therefore, the Govt. Servants performing the quasijudicial duties should be careful while dealing such cases and they
should not consider themselves absolutely immune for their conduct
in the process. The provisions of Service Conduct Rules are still
applicable to them as the quasi-judicial duties have been assigned
to them by virtue of being in the official position. Nevertheless, it is
a very sensitive issue which needs to be tackled with adequate
maturity and professionalism from both sides. A lot of faith is
associated with the judicial and quasi-judicial authorities and this
faith gets a jolt when disciplinary proceedings are initiated against
any such authority.
Courtesy: Magazine ‘Chetna Ahwaan’ published by Railway
Board Vigilance in 2013.
INTEGRITY IS DOING THE RIGHT THING
WHEN NO ONE IS WATCHING.
WHATEVER YOU DECIDE TO DO...
BE SURE IT MAKES YOU HAPPY!
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Minor Penalty cases
Non-gaz. Staff (CVC/ composite cases)

D AR ACT IO N F LO W CH AR TS FO R
CVC AND NON-CV C CASE S

Issue of SF-11

S.P.S. Ya dav , Dy .C VO (E lect)

Receipt of representation
from CO

M inor Pena lt y c ases
N on-gaz . S taff ( non-CV C cas es)

I ssue of S F-1 1
Consider CO's
representation
and decide
penalty.

C onsider CO ’s represent ati on
and
dec ide pe nalt y *

Issue NIP and send
a copy along with
acknowledgement &
entry in service
records.

* Even if the Disc. Authority differs with Vigilance advice, he
can pass speaking orders and issue NIP. No consultation with
Vigilance is required. Vigilance can seek revision by referring
the case to Revising Authority, if considered necessary.

9

if penalty is
in line with CVC's advice

Rece ipt of re presenta tion from CO

If punishment is in variance with
CVC's advice

Case to be referred to CVC
for reconsideration along
with reasons of
disagreement by DA and
Vigilance comments.
Obtain CVC's reconsidered
advice
Issue NIP and
send a copy
along with
acknowl edgement & entry
in service
record to
Vigilance.

Decide penalty *

* If DA still differs with reconsidered advice of CVC, he can
pass speaking orders and issue NIP. A copy of NIP along
with remarks of disagreement to be sent to Vigilance for sending the same to CVC.
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Major penalty cases - Non-Gaz. Staff (non-CVC cases)

Major penalty cases Non-Gaz. Staff (CVC / Composite cases)

Issue of SF-5

Issue of SF-5

Receipt of repn. from CO

Receipt of repn. from CO

Remitting to enqu iry – Appt. of IO & PO (keeping
vigilance advice in view for IO nomination)

IO conducts
inquiry &
submits report

Remittingthe case to enquir y – Appt. of IO & PO (as per Vig. Nominations)
IO conducts inquiry & submits report

Charges not proved /
partially proved

Take V igilance comments

Take V ig. comments
Send to CVC thro' vig. for 2nd stage advice along with IO
report, DA's provisional Views & Vig. comments

If
charges
are
proved
Serve the IO report

Consider IO
report & Vig.
comments
Not in agreement
with IO report
Prepare disagreement memo

Receipt of defence from CO

Serve IO report along with
disagreement memo to CO

Charges not proved/ partially proved &
DA not in agreement with IO's report

Consider IO
report & CVC's
2nd stage advice

Charges
proved/not
proved/
partially
proved &
DA is in
agreement

Prepare disagreement memo.
Serve IO report along with
disagreement memo to CO

Serve IO report to CO
Receipt of defence from CO

with IO's
report

Decides in variance with 2nd stage advice

Decides to exonerate or minor penalty

DA decides on
penalty
In line
with 2nd
stage
advice

Send prov. Views to Vig.
Obtain Vig. comments

Issue NIP &
send a copy
along with
ack. & entry
in SR to Vig.

Decide penalty*
* If DA still differs with Vig. Advice,
he can pass speakingorders and
issue NIP. Vig. can seek review, if
necessary

Major penalty cases Non-Gaz. Staff (CVC / Composite cases)
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DA decides on
penalty
In line
with 2nd
stage
advice

Case to be ref. to CVC for
reconsideration along with reasons for
disagreement by DA and Vig. comments.
Obtain CVC's reconsidered 2nd stage advice

Issue NIP &
send a copy
along with ack.
& entry in service
record to Vig.

Decide penalty*

* If DA still differs with reconsidered
advice of CVC, he can pass speaking orders
and issue NIP. A copy of NIP along with
reasons for disagreement to be sent to
Vigilance for forwarding to CVC.
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Cleaning Contract - mistakes we often commit
and ways to avert them
- Md Jawaid Akhtar, Dy CVO/Engg
- Mahesh Kumar, Dy CVO/Stores
Unhygienic work place has debilitating effect on the
employees as well as customers of the organisation. Lots of
emphasis has, therefore, been laid in recent times on cleanliness.
Cleanliness activities pertaining to stations, offices and colonies
have almost been privatized by Railways. As a result, we are involved
in various activities pertaining to cleaning contract like estimating,
tendering, execution and finally making payment to the contractor.
For vigilance also, check on cleaning contract is one of the thrust
area checks. In this article, few aspects pertaining to cleaning
contracts with reference to vigilance cases investigated in the past
have been discussed, so as to get an idea about mistakes committed
while working in different capacities and to find out that how such
mistakes can be avoided.
Preparing correct estimate - During investigation of a
vigilance case, it was found that while preparing the estimate for a
cleaning contract pertaining to a station, total area in the estimate
was taken from the last contract. No details for measurement of
area were available in the estimate file. When the earlier file was
referred to, it also did not contain any such detail of measurement
of area. It came up during investigation that the area considered in
the estimate was highly inflated. During the intervening period of
preparation of both the estimates, there was a time gap of
approximately three years and in this period few more structures
were added, few abandoned and nature of floor area of some of
the structures were also changed which necessitated adopting
different mode of cleanliness than in the earlier estimate. Execution
of work was certified for the inflated area and payment made for
the same also. So, while preparing estimate, we must do the
followings (i)
Define the places/structures for which we are going to have a
cleaning contract, both in terms of area and nature. Areas for

(i)

11
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each category of surface i.e. tiled, mosaic, tracks, drainages,
etc must be measured separately. Similarly, activities of
cleaning viz. manual, mechanized, sweeping, mopping, etc
for each category of area need to be defined also. For example
- bituminous surface of platform was considered for washing
in a contract whereas it required only sweeping.
(ii)

(ii)

Nominate right officials for the purpose of area measurement
especially one from Engineering department and another from
the Executive department so that SM/CHI who are involved
in execution of the work and preparing /forwarding the bill
may also know exact location wise cleaning activity for
payment and any deduction, if required.

(iii)

(iii)

No Railway colony should be included in the scope of work of
the contract being dealt by commercial/operating department
as station master on duty will have to certify cleanliness activity
of the colony in that case.

(iv)

(iv)

Do not forget to cross check the measurements put up by the
subordinate officials and do keep a record for the cross check
made.

(v)

(v)

While considering the LAR for the earlier work and other
similar works, do consider the LAR separately for different
activities involved in the cleaning contract rather than
considering the contract value. In your contract, all the
activities may not be same as in other similar contracts and
moreover if the activities are same then proportionate areas
for each activity may not be same.

(vi)

(vi)

Involve yourself in arranging LARs. Do not depend upon the
contractors for LARs. There has been no dearth of instances
where the contractors provided the highest three LARs of other
zonal Railways whereas much lower LARs were available in
the same zone and division.

12
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(vii)

(vii) LAR is not the ultimate data where all your responsibilities
end for venturing for reasonable rates. Arrange prevailing
market rates of stores and labour especially where there has
been any change in government policies pertaining to
minimum wages act, analyse input cost on each activity and
finally apply your mind.

(viii)

(viii) Must examine the rationale of each activity and frequency of
activities in each shift. For example - cobweb removal from
the office buildings daily in each of the three shifts has no
relevance.

(ix)
(ix)

Separate schedule items for materials to be supplied for
cleaning should not be made rather schedule of cleaning
activity should be made including the required cleaning
materials as per yard stick fixed with specified specification.
Material to be used for cleaning purpose should be separately

(x)

listed out and approved by railway authority.
(x)

Materials like Room freshner, Hit (Baygon), Odonil, Nepthalin,
Soap liquid Nuvan, Furadon, Morten rat Killing, etc should
not be included in materials to be supplied for cleaning activity.
These materials may be used as per requirement from Imprest
available at every station.

Framing the Conditions of ContractTerms and conditions of the contract set the rule for its
finalisation and execution. Similar to a game we cannot redefine
and change it later on at any stage of finalization or execution. So,
keep following things in mind while framing the terms and conditions(i)

(i)

Terms and conditions of the contract need to be explicable,
explicit and unambiguous. It should not be so stringent that

13
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(ii)
(ii)

(iii)

(iii)

(iv)

(iv)

(v)

(v)

compliance of the same by either of the parties is not possible
and after the opening of tender and award of the contract we
need to relax it for the purpose of finalization of the contract
or for execution.
Sometimes stringent and specific terms and conditions are
introduced with a view to favour a particular firm. Abstain from
such practice, it will attract complaint and may land you in
trouble.
Avoid redundancy in the contract condition. In a cleaning
contract, it was mentioned that when the driver was to report,
how should he dress, he must be provided with a mobile
phone, the condition of the vehicle should be such, et al. But
there was no provision for any vehicle in the contract. All these
were result of 'cut and paste' from other tender conditions.
For mechanized cleaning, define the number of machines
required for different types of activities, specification and make
of the machine, its codal life, its approximate cost, etc. Do not
ask for providing machine of any particular make rather
prov ide option f or three-four different makes. W hile
investigating a case, it was noted that provision for four types
of machines was made in the contract and details of the
machines in terms of specification, their cost and codal life
were not defined. Estimated cost of the contract was arrived
at on the basis of contract value of the last contract in which
provision for five types of machines was there and details of
machines were also available.
In cleaning contracts, the condition for providing documents
for ownership of the machines along with offer is included but
it is not defined that in case the offering firm does not provide
these documents or prov ides documents for different
machines or similar machine of much lower cost then what
course of action will be taken on such offers.

14
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(vi)

(vi)

If codal life of a machine is 6 months and 2 numbers of such
machines are estimated to be required at a time for the whole
area, then it should be ensured that the firm provides
ownership documents for at least 2 such machines with the
offer.
(vii) The tender committee also needs to examine that of which
period the ownership document of machines has been
provided by the contractor/offerer. For a machine whose codal
life is 6 months, provision of ownership documents five years
prior to the date of tender opening has no relevance.
(viii) Provision of document for ownership of machines once along
with the offer will not serve the whole purpose. Estimate how
many numbers of machines of a particular type are required
during the whole contract period and then make provision for
asking the contractor to provide ownership documents for
machines during the execution of the contract also.
(ix) It needs to be mentioned specifically in the contract condition
that what aspects for ownership of machines by the offerer
will be examined by the TC. Provision of this condition in the
contract condition will make the offerer cautious in providing
suitable document for ownership and will ensure transparency
in considering or passing over an offer on this ground. During
vigilance investigations, it has been seen that this aspect goes
unnoticed by the tender committee.
(x) Do mention the source of power for operation of the machines
& supply of water. It has got financial implication.
(xi) Specify in the contract that whether the contractor has to make
his own space arrangement for keeping inventories like
cleaning materials and machines or you intend to provide
space for the same.
(xii) Keep provision for AMC of the equipments to be used for
mechanized cleaning. In the tender condition itself make
provision for routine check of equipments by nominated
officials. Records of check on the aspect of AMC of machines
to be made part of document required for payment.

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)
(xi)

(xii)

15
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(xiii) Define provision of each cleaning material for the contract in
terms of their quantity, quality, and specification and how much
inventory the contractor has to maintain at a particular time.
Do not keep generalized provisions like - "cleaning materials
provided should be of such quality so as to maintain proper
cleanliness and hygiene".
(xiv) Ensure that for 'similar work', approval of competent authority
has been taken. Mention the correct 'Eligibility Criteria' in the
contract condition.

(xiii)

(xiv)

Execution of the work and payment -

(i)

(i)

(ii)

(ii)

(iii)

(iii)

16

It has been observ ed during v igilance checks and
investigations that the supervisors (SS or CHI) who have to
get the work executed are not aware of the provisions in the
contract agreement. They didn't have even a copy of the
contract agreement. Arrange to provide a copy of the contract
agreement to concerned superv isor. During routine
inspections, officers must take a stock that whether the
concerned supervisor is aware of the terms and conditions of
the contract or not.
Keep provision for conducting quality check of the cleaning
materials either in house or by an outside agency in the terms
and conditions of the contract. Ensure that checks are
conducted by nominated officials in this regard and proper
records maintained.
Define the documents to be used for recording daily
performance of the work. Standard form of these documents
should be made part of the contract document. Mention
specifically in the tender condition itself that who will sign on
these records/documents for daily performance of the work
and when. In a case, it was noted during investigation that
daily performance report was filled up at the end of the month
and that too by the representative of the contractor!
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(iv)

(iv)

Do not record performance of all the activities on the same
document. For the sake of clarity, records for material
availability, functioning/breakdown of machines, deployment
of staff should be made separately.

(v)

(v)

Introduce different tiers of check. Elaborately mention in
contract condition that which officials will perform checks.
Describe the type of check to be performed by these officials
and format of the reports to be submitted after checks also.
While investigating a case, it was noted that neither the specific
provision of test check was kept in agreement nor test check
was done by any authority.

(vi)
(vi)

Define penalty for non-performance of each activity. Penalty
amount should not be token rather it should be substantial.
Define in the contract that under which circumstance of non-

(vii)

performance, the contract will be liable to be terminated.
(vii) Define in the contract itself that on whose certification, payment
will be made. Cleaning contracts are finalized by both Medical
and Commercial department. Very often it is mentioned in
the tender document that - "daily performance report will be
signed by the HI/CHI/Dy SS/SS/ASM/SM". Now whosoever
is present on the station, he signs on the daily performance
report. When asked about non-performance during vigilance
investigation, they said that - "this aspect was not to be looked
after by them" or "I thought that someone else must have
already checked this aspect". For a contract, both the officials
viz the SS and the CHI cannot be held equally responsible
unless it has been defined categorically in the contract.
17
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(viii)

(viii) Make a system of reporting the non-performance/poor
performance of the contractor to all concerned at regular
interval instead of sending the performance report when asked
for by somebody. Do talk to your counterpart regarding the
performance of the firm on whom you are contemplating to

(ix)

place order.
(ix)

While making payment, must check that the bill has been
signed by competent authority. Divisional Accountants (DAs),
while checking the bill should ensure that the bill is
accompanied by daily performance report and rates as well
as penalty imposed are as per the contract provision. During
investigating a case, it was noted that while passing bill,
contract certificate was signed by Jr Scale officer whereas
minimum level should be Sr Scale officer.

These certain aspects have been noted during investigation
of vigilance cases of cleaning contracts. References of cases
investigated have been made in the article to apprise the officials
concerned to have an idea that what types of mistakes may be
committed by them during different stages of contract. But we need
to ponder for a moment that after all why do we commit mistakes?
Are we ignorant of the rules and procedures? No, certainly not!
Even many a times we commit mistakes because we rely upon
those whose intentions are not clear, who are ignorant and whose
stakes are low. Sometimes, we are in haste and consider the work
a non-core activity. But in reality no activity is non-core. So let us
perform every activity entrusted to us from the core of our heart.
Thus, by exercising internal vigilance and remaining a little
bit careful, inv iting D&AR actions resulting out of vigilance
investigation can be avoided and Railway revenue be saved. One
more important aspect is of taking help of technology which has
always been of great help in improving our lot.
18
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Receiving materials against Stores Contract
- Mahesh Kumar,
Dy. CVO(S)
Ensure that you have received the purchase order against which
the material is to be supplied.
Go through the terms and conditions of the purchase order at
once you receive it. If you find any discrepancy, bring it to the
notice of the concerned official for rectification/amendment.
Examine the material received in reference to the terms and
conditions of the PO.
Collect materials by parcel on indemnity bond if PWB has not
been received. Take Open Delivery of material from the parcel
office so that claim on carrier can be lodged for damage in transit.
For consignments booked by rail/parcel, ensure to lodge claim
within one month from the date of RR/PWB if material has not
been received.
Check whether the material has been supplied as per the mode
of dispatch mentioned in the purchase order i.e. by rail/road/
ship/air. Mention the mode of receipt of material including vehicle
number and date and time of receipt of material. If the actual
mode of dispatch is different from that mentioned in PO then
record it.
For materials to be supplied by authorized dealers of the OEMs,
direct delivery clause from the premises of the OEM to the
consignee end without routing through the dealer is mentioned
in the PO. Ensure that the supply is being received directly from
the OEM.
See the unit of supply of the material in PO. If the unit of supply
is in MT, Kg, etc. ensure to take weighment. If unit of supply is in
numbers, ltrs, etc which makes it difficult to assess the quantity
supplied immediately, do mention the number of cartoons/drums/
jars in which supply has been received. Take acknowledgement
of the person accompanying the material.
19
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If supplies have been made in jars/drums, match it with the
capacity/type of jar/drum mentioned in the PO. Check whether
any of the jars/drums seem to be broken or damaged prima
facie.
Check the packing condition mentioned in the PO and ensure
that whether material being supplied has been packed
accordingly or not. This is important for items like safety glass,
etc. f or whom there is chance of getting damaged in
transportation. For such items special packing clause is
mentioned in the PO for which charges are paid to the firm/
included in the cost of material.
Conditions for supply of items like bearings in original packing
of the OEM are mentioned in PO. Ensure that supplies have
been made in original packing of the OEM.
If the supply is pre-inspected, ensure that it is accompanied
with inspection certificate and relevant test report. Inspecting
agency like RITES sends purchaser’s copy of IC in advance.
Check that whether purchaser’s copy of IC has been received
by you earlier.
For imported stores, condition for furnishing import documents
like customs out passed Bill of Entry, Bill of Lading/Air Way Bill,
Manufacturer’s MTC/GC, Country of Origin Certificate and
Manufacturer’s Invoice are to be furnished at the time of
inspection and supply. The inspecting official has to endorse in
the IC that import documents have been examined. See this
endorsement in the IC.
Furnishing of import document for imported stores is to ensure
genuineness of the material and its purchase at correct price. If
condition for furnishing import documents at the time of
inspection and supply is not mentioned in the PO, ask the
purchase office for amendment.
Check the non-detachable inspection facsimile available on the
material supplied and ensure that it is as mentioned in the IC.
20
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Sometimes inspection facsimile is not put on each individual
item. Rather, in some cases, it has been seen that inspection
facsimile is put on the packing/cartoon in which the material is
supplied. Record it that how and where inspection facsimile was
pasted and available along with the supply. This will be helpful
in arranging joint inspection in future, if required, as the inspection
facsimile pasted on the material may not last for long.
Do keep a few inspection facsimile especially pasted on cartoons
and packing in your case file. This will help in future if any joint
inspection is required to be arranged for the material.
If the item is not new, match it with the earlier supplies. If you
find any difference with the earlier supplies, match the description
and specification of the item supplied and item received earlier.
Check that whether embossing of manufacturer’s name, make,
month and year of manufacture are available on the material as
per the embossing clause of PO or not.
Embossing is to be done on materials without affecting their
structural stability and functional utility. Some items like gasket
of rubbers, etc are so small that embossing on them is not
possible. Under this circumstance, examine the provision of
embossing clause in PO and see that the materials are
embossed accordingly.
If names of other firms are found embossed on the material or
its component, then record it and ask the supplier of its reason
to be given in writing.
For shelf life items, see that whether the range of date of
manufacturing and date of supply is mentioned in the PO or not
and ensure that supply has been made accordingly.
If delivery period has been over, then do not account for the
material until extension of delivery period is granted by the
purchase authority.
21
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If the material supplied is defective, then issue rejection advice
immediately and call for joint inspection with the inspecting
agency and the firm. Do not allow the firm to lift the rejected
material prior to joint inspection.
If fresh material is being supplied after rejection, do see that
new IC has been issued for the fresh supply. Do not accept the
material on IC issued earlier for which the material was rejected.
Inspection certificates issued have got validity. Normally the
validity of IC is for 30 days from the date of issue for dispatch of
stores. Ensure to see that the material has been dispatched
within this period.
If the material can be accepted after minor rectification, then
allow such rectification after joint inspection only. Do keep a
provision in the joint inspection in this case that the material
after rectification will be finally accepted after the nod of the
inspecting agency that the material is fit for use.
Do not send the pre-inspected supply for inspection by
consignee. It will unnecessarily delay the acceptance of material.
See that warranty/guarantee furnished by the firm is as per PO.
If the clause of stage inspection of raw material is incorporated
in purchase order of any material, then check whether stage
inspection has been done or not and if stage inspection has
been done then ensure to obtain related documents of stage
inspection with inspection certificate.
Immediately after material is received, enumerate all the above
aspects on a note sheet and put up to the concerned officer for
acceptance, rejection or otherwise.
Officer concerned must examine the material himself and never
record his decision only on the basis of the note sheet put up by
the subordinate official.
22
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Do’s and Don’ts in Goods & Parcel office
- Shikha Srivastava
Dy CVO (Traffic)

Goods Traffic
Do’s
Declare private cash in the private cash declaration register
before starting the duty.
Always keep the restriction register up-to-date.
Exhibit the restriction and quota for acceptance on the notice
board.
Entertain a proper & correct filled forwarding note.
Examine the consignment in respect of the packing condition
and obtain appropriate remarks from the consignor in respect
of any defects.
Ensure party submits its application for stacking permission if
sought.
Ensure the correct classification of the Goods.
Ensure correct calculation of distance.
Ensure correct preparation and prompt issuance of the RR.
Keep preferential schedules, rationalization scheme and other
order up-to-date.
Ensure correct maintenance of quota and priority register.
Allot the wagons according to priority and preferential schedule.
Charge the correct amount as wagon registration fee and ensure
prompt issue of a money receipt.
Ensure prompt entry of wagon registration fee in priority as well
as WRF register.
Ensure recording of time of placement of wagon in wagon
transfer register.
Ensure correct recording of unloading completion.
Ensure correct calculation and realization of undercharge, if any.
23
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Ensure correct calculation and realization of demurrage charge,
wharfage charge if any.
Ensure prompt recording and relaying of completion of loading.
Examine the seal before commencement of unloading.
Ensure proper documentation.
Obtain the signature of party in Delivery book.
Carefully check the RR.
Ensure proper endorsement on the RR.
Timely display of penal Wharfage & Demurrage if enforced in
Goodshed.
Ensure weighment of rake at the associate or the alternate
weighbridge.
Don’ts
Do not forget to declare private cash on the private cash register.
Do not make alteration against the declared private cash.
Don’t issue RR without collecting the due fare.
Do not delay in recording MR no. in priority and wagon
registration register.
Do not fail to record time in wagon transfer register.
Do not fail to record placement time.
Do not fail to call RPF staff in case of defectively sealed wagon.
Do not fail to record release timing on completion of unloading.
Don’t keep Govt. Cash along with private cash.
Don’t keep Govt. Cash in open at the counter.

Parcel Traffic
Do’s
Declare private Cash in the private cash declaration register
before starting the duty.
24
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Entertain a proper & correctly filled forwarding note.
Ensure that all the packages have a private marka.
Physically weigh or measure the packages to levy correct
charges.
Be alert to detect mis-declaration of consignment by the
consigner.
Ensure correct Railway marking.
Obtain acknowledgment from the guard for parcels loaded under
Guard Charge.
Ensure guard portion of PW Bills are collected from the guard at
the time of unloading of Parcels.
Obtain remarks of guard in case of damaged parcels and issue
DDM.
Immediately make entry of p.way bill in the respective delivery
Book
Check the RR produced for delivery for its genuineness.
Check that the correct fare in calculated.
Reweigh the consignment to detect over weighment for realizing
under charge.
Ensure endorsement of RR in favour of the person presenting
the same for delivery.
Obtain the signature of party in delivery Book.
Don’ts
Do not always rely on the declaration given in the forwarding note
and do not fail to check the consignment when in doubt.
Do not accept any consignment if not packed according to
prescribed packing condition unless remarks in regard to
defective packing condition are endorsed on forwarding note by
the sender or his agent.
Do not book bulky articles on basis of weight and don't fail to
calculate charges on the basis of measurement, especially if
given on higher charge.
Do not forget to obtain signature of the guard for dispatch of
parcels.
Do not fail to re-examine, reweigh, recheck and recharge the
consignment before delivery
25
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Selections: Do’s & Don’ts
- Abhishek Kumar
Dy.CVO/A
Do’s
1. The number of vacancies should be correctly assessed and
approved before issuing notification for selection.
2. Notification should clearly indicate category wise (SC/ST/UR)
breakup.
3. Authority approving issue of notification must ensure that
Personnel department (RP cell) has examined and vetted the
community wise break up of vacancies. This is to ensure that
vacancies are as per applicable Post based Roster.
4. Pre-promotional training of stipulated duration for SC/ST
candidates should be ensured.
5. If a change is introduced in the condition of eligibility after
the call for applications or after the selection has started
ensure that opportunity is given to all candidates who may
have become eligible according to the revised conditions of
eligibility.
6. Selection committee should be constituted as per Railway
Board’s guidelines.
7. Copy of latest Railway Board instructions/guidelines should
be made available by the Personnel department to selection
committee members at the time of nomination itself.
8. Members of selection committee especially question paper
setter and evalautor should ensure that they have received
latest instructions/guidelines before setting the paper or starting
the evaluation work.
9. Paper setter should provide model answers for uniform and
faster evaluation.
10. Answer sheets should be coded as soon as written test is
over.
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11. The answer sheets with dummy numbers/codes and those
without any visible identification signs (like ‘jai’, ‘om’ etc) only
should be evaluated.
12. Evaluation of corrected answers to objective questions is
disallowed (RBE 126/08). Instructions to this effect should
be printed on question paper as well as on the copies.
Corrections to objective type questions include: Cutting;
Overwriting; Erasing; Scoring off a ticked answer in mutiplechoice question and ticking another answer; modifying the
answer in any way;
13. Evaluation of answer sheets should be in indelible ink and in
no case should a lead pencil be used.
14. Marks awarded by the evaluator for each question should be
tabulated on the top sheet.
15. Decimal marks whenever awarded should be correct to the
first decimal and the same should not be rounded off. The
total marks too should not be rounded off.
16. Delay in evaluation by more than two months should be
brought to the notice of DRM or HOD. Delays of more than
three months should be brought to the personal notice of the
General Manager.
17. Marks sheet indicating code nos. and marks obtained duly
signed should be given to the personnel branch.
18. Evaluated answer books alongwith model answer should be
handed over to Personnel department.
19. Result of written examination should be declared and widely
circulated.
20. Selection committee should ensure that the correct procedure
and establishment rules have been followed. Role of member
of Personnel Department is very critical in this regard.
21. Marks awarded for records of service etc should be based on
details of ACR gradings,awards etc duly worked out and such
detail should be part of selection proceedings.
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22. Ensure that the evaluation chart prepared is signed by all the
members of the selection committee.
Don’ts
1.

Do not nominate an officer in the Selection Board/Committees,
if his name is borne on the agreed/secret list.
2. Do not change the constitution of the Selection Board/
Committee for a Selection except when unavoidable.
3. Vacancies should not be altered once the notification is
issued.
4. Do not allow delays between various stages of Selection
process, particularly between Written Test, evaluation of
answer sheets, viva Voce and publication of result.
5. Do not have the evaluation of Answer Sheets done by someone
else unofficially.
6. Do not use a lead pencil for allotting marks.
7. Don’t do corrections in marks once giv en by erasing,
cutting,overwriting etc.
8. Evaluator is not permitted to review their evaluation and to
award marks keeping in mind the percentage of pass marks
with a view to bringing more candidates into zone of viva-voce.
Marking should be strictly as per content and correctness of
answers.
9. Do not give marks for questions attempted in excess of the
number of questions required to be answered.
10. Do not forget to date your signature in the selection
proceedings.
11. Do not announce selection panels piecemeal, to the extent
possible.

DO IT NOW.
SOMETIMES 'LATER'
BECOMES 'NEVER'.
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CASE STUDY-1
CASE STUDIES
TRAFFIC
- S.K.Sinha, CVI/Traffic
- Gopal Kumar, CVI/Traffic
- K.N.Sahay, CVI/Traffic
- S.S.V.Prasad, CVI/Traffic
- Abhay Kumar, CVI/Traffic
- Pankaj Nayan, CVI/Traffic
- S.P. Poddar, CVI/Traffic
1.

Irregularity in Reserved accommodation booked under
Pass concession:
Source information was received that in a train several berths
have been blocked on a Railway Privilege pass against zero
amount and that irregular passengers are being carried on
these confirmed berths. A preventive check was conducted
in the said train in designated coaches and 26 berths were
found occupied by without ticket passengers. Later one
Without Ticket passenger was also found in power car. The
coach conductor had marked ‘turned up’ in the train working
chart against these berths for chart named passengers. Total
27 without ticket passengers were regularized with penalty
and a sum of total ` 24680/- was realized as Railway due
from them. The coach conductor manning these coaches
also produced ` 2990/- excess in his Govt. Cash. The
concerned staff has been recommended for suspension and
further investigation is being carried to find the extent of nexus
in suspected fraud of concession tickets in the case.

2.

Fake TTE travelling with the connivance of Train conductor:

On the basis of source information a decoy check was
conducted on the ticket checking staff manning sleeper coach
of an Express Train. At station platform, on duty train staff,
who was in black coat & having ex boarding chart, asked &
accepted ` 400/- from 2 Decoy passengers for taking them
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till KIR in Sleeper coach against II class General Ticket.
However, during course of check it was found that the
concerned person was a fake TTE & was working in
connivance with the Train conductor. He was not having EFT
& had ` 6645/- in his possession which he had acquired by
extortion from passengers. Both the fake TTE & Conductor
in their statement accepted of knowing each other & working
together. Subsequently, Joint check memo was prepared &
the person handed over to GRP along with FIR. Also, the
conductor of Train has been taken up under Major Penalty
action.
3.

Overloading in Coal rake:
On basis of source information, a preventive check was
conducted at GMO weigh bridge to detect overloading in Coal
rake. During check a rake of 58 BOXNHL containing Coal
loaded ex Jarandin Pvt. Siding (PSJA) of Dhanbad Division
of E.C.Railway for Vyasnagar (VYN) of Lucknow Division of
Northern Railway was reweighed at GMO. After reweighment,
it was detected that the Net weight at GMO Weigh bridge
was 4708.20 T whereas the same at PSJA was 4094.70 T.
Thus, 613.50 T was detected as overloading. As a result of
the said check ` 2722419/- was raised as undercharges and
the same was realized vide Money receipt. In absence of the
said Vigilance check Railway would have lost the heavy
amount as undercharges.

4.

Heavy overloading in VPU & SLRs:
A preventive check was conducted in a train for re-weighment
of Parcel Spaces. Packages of total four compartments, in
which two leased SLRs and two demand VPUs were got reweighed. Excess loading of 10 & 6 tonnes in VPUs having
CC of 23 tonnes and around 2 tonnes in both SLRs combined
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was found in the train. The heavy overloading in all four parcel
space led to raising of undercharge ` 8.28 Lacs from one
train in a day which is highest till date in parcel traffic. Further,
Demurrage Charge and Wharfage Charge of ` 6448/- was
also realized, resulting a total of ` 8.34/- Lacs in this preventive
check. Such heavy overloading not only causes loss of the
Railway Revenue but also jeopardizes safety of train &
passengers. Originating Railway has been advised for
necessary follow up action and monitoring of lease/on
demand parcel space.
5.

Excess realization in Pantry Car:
Based on source information, a Decoy check was conducted
on Pantry car staff of a premier train wherein Decoy
Passenger was booked in a sleeper coach. When Pantry
Car staff arrived in coach, Decoy passenger asked price of
one standard Veg Thali. Pantry car staff replied ` 90/- and
also demanded and accepted ` 90/- for one Veg. thali. Against
the standard Veg. Thali priced at ` 50/-, the PC staff supplied
one Veg. Meal with addition of a Paneer dish to the menu
and not supplying curd/sweet and water glass as per
stipulated Veg Thali. For this modification he was charging
` 40/- extra per meal at Alacarte rate from all passengers
without issuing bills. The standard Veg. meal/thali had been
phased out from available menu in favour of Alacarte meal,
which too was not as per specification. The said staff was
also found working without medical certificate and was
charged as per extant rule. Penal action against Pantry car
contractor has been recommended to CCM/E.C.Railway.
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6.

33

Irregularities in TATKAL period & suspected connivance
with touts:
(a)

During preventive check conducted at Satellite PRS
loacation 06 undelivered TATKAL JCRTs were detected
at the counter of on duty ECRC. After an Initial shortage
of ` 20,000/- in his Govt. Cash, all six undelivered tickets
were handed over to claimants after realizing due
amount. A total ` 21890/- was realized as due amount
which caused ` 1890/- found excess in his Govt. Cash.
Reservation staffs' involvement in touting activity due
to such initial shortage & later excess in Govt. Cash
cannot be ruled out. The staff concerned has been
recommended Major Penalty action.

(b)

In a preventive check conducted, it was detected that
on duty ECRC produced ` 52725/- as his Govt. Cash
whereas it was ` 62225/- as per DTC i.e. ` 9500/- found
short in the Govt. Cash The staff had no available
JCRTs with him or any pending transaction. During
scrutiny of dealt requisition slips it was detected that
six requisition slips were not available with the ECRC,
however the JCRTs were generated by him. Generation
of JCRTs without requisition slips also shows that the
on duty ECRC was indulging in touting activity. He has
been taken up under Major Penalty charge sheet.

(c)

During preventive check 4 undelivered tickets (JCRTS)
detected in possession of on duty ECRC along with
` 1000/- detected excess in Govt. Cash of the staff.
Out of 4 JCRTs, claimant of only two turned up to claim
their tickets till the end of the shift. Two JCRTs worth
` 6020/- were special cancelled and the refunded
amount was also deposited in sundry cash. The staff
has been recommended for Major penalty action for
touting activity.
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CASE STUDY-1
CASE STUDIES
Accounts & Personnel
- Amul Kumar Singh, CVI(Accounts)
- Kumar Gyanjeet, CVI(Accounts)
- Rahul Anand, CVI(Accounts)
- Sanjay kumar, CVI(Personnel)
- Harendra Singh, CVI(Personnel)

(HRA)

1. Claiming HRA while retaining Railway Quarter
Preventive check in a division brought out that a railway
employee who was alloted railway quarter on 01-08-2005 has
also been taking HRA for 5 years and 6 months. During this
period recovery of quarter rent and other charges were also
not done from him.
In the same check it was also found that another employee
was occupying a railway quarter from 17-08-2005 to
19-10-2010 but had claimed HRA for the period from August

SSE/W

2008 to October 2009. Investigation revealed connivance of
concerned pay bill clerk also as it was observed that pay bill
clerk used to stop HRA payment intermittently and restart
payment of HRA again without any document or authority.
Recovery of irregularly drawn HRA and quarter rent (nearly
Rs. 1 lakhs) was done from the railway servants. In addition to
this Discilplinary action against railway employees who claimed
irregular HRA and concerned pay bill clerk has also been
initiated.
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2. Irregularity in payment of HRA

(HRA)

During a preventive check conducted in one of the divisions, it
was observed that a railway staff was being paid HRA despite
living in a Railway Quarter allotted in his name. He was paid
HRA in irregular manner for six months. Surprisingly, quarter
rent was also being recovered from him during the period. Bill
passing clerk allowed payment of HRA and at the same time
also deducted quarter rent. Staff concerned also did not bring
this anomaly to the knowledge of administration. After vigilance
check over payment of HRA amount was recovered. In the
case Disciplinary action has been recommended against salary
bill processing officials and concerned staff.

(HRA)

3. Non implementation of NIP
Preventive check in a division revealed that in a departmental
DAR case NIP imposing a punishment of reduction of pay by
two stages for three years with cumulative effect was issued
against two railway employees. Investigation revealed that pay
of the concerned railway employees was not reduced and thus
the punishment was not implemented. In this case it was also
found that entry of NIP in service record was done and even
entry indicating pay reduction was also made in the service
records. It came to notice that in case of one of the employees
pay bill clerk had received the copy of NIP but did not effect it
while in another case, neither the department nor the cadre
section handed over copy of NIP to pay bill section as a result
punishment could not be implemented.
After investigation disciplinary action against responsible
staff has been recommended.
4. Irregularity in payment of pay & allowances
‘X’
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‘X’
‘X’

to a Loco Pilot ‘X’ under a division of ECR was received in this
office. During investigation of the same it was found that
payment of pay and allowances for the month of Sept-11 as
done to ‘X’ was not as per his actual duty. He was absent for
the period from 11.8.11 to 24.8.11 and no duty was performed
by him during this period as per educator register as well as
shed notice. However, he was paid full salary including running
allowance for the period. By the time the complaint was received
‘X’ had already retired from Railway service. It was observed
that payment of ALPs was processed by the officials of the
crew lobby by preparing wrong posting book in favour of ‘X’.
The work of preparing posting book was being carried out by
more than one staff and but there was no demarcation of duties
between these staff. There was no duty list issued/made by the
In-charge of this unit for the work of preparing posting book of
running staffs on the basis of which pay and allowances was
processed.
In this case, recovery of irregular payment could not be
done as the said staff who received the irregular payment had
already retired from railway service. Disciplinary proceeding
against a NG staff has been recommended in the case.
5. Irregularity in selection of power/crew controller
In a complaint it was alleged that irregularity occurred in a
division in promotion from Loco Pilots to Loco Inspectors. All
the selected candidates were working in divisional control office
from 1997/98 onwards. While working in control they were
promoted from Assistant Loco Pilots to Loco Piolts/Goods and
later to drafted crew controllers. Complainant alleged that all
the candidates selected as Loco Inspectors were not eligible
for this selection as their drafting into crew controllers was
wrong.
Investiagtion revealed that in selection of Loco Inspectors
instructions of RBE 51/2009 were followed and there was no

RBE No. 51/2009
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irregularity in this selection. But, prior to selection of Loco
Inspectors notification for post of power/crew controllers was
issued by the division. As per this notification for the post of
power/crew controllers three years of experience as Loco Pilots
was essential. But, in this selection those candidates who didn’t
have three years of experience as Loco Pilots were also allowed
and finally empanelled too as controllers. It was found that
subsequently all these wrongly drafted controllers got selected
and promoted as Loco Inspectors. Responsible staff are being
taken up under disciplinary proceedings.
Meanwhile, complainant has also filed a case in CAT/Patna
on this selection. The case is subjudice under court.
6. Issue of complimentary pass of class higher than the
entitlement
A complaint was recieved alleging demand of money for giving
benefit of reclassification/upgradation to a retired railway
servant. It was also informed that first class complimentary pass
was issued to widow after taking money.
Investigation of the case indicated that the benefit of
reclassification/upgradation to concerned railway servant was
given way back on 15-01-1988 i..e nearly 22 years before and
the same was also endorsed in the service record also. Thus,
allegation in this regard was not true. Investigation into the
matter related to issue of post retirement complimentary pass
revealed that railway servant during his service period was
entitled for second class pass. As per rule the railway servant
after retirement was eligible for second class pass only.
However, in this case the widow of the railway servant was
issued first class pass. Thus, allegation with respect to
irregularity in issue of post retirement pass was substantiated
and discilplinary action against responsible employee was
initiated.

CAT/Patna
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7. Irregularity by RRB in issuance of admit cards
A complaint regarding irregularity by RRB in issuance of admit
card of written examination for the post of ‘Y’ was received in
this office. During investigation of the same, it was found that
pre-examination work of this examination was done by the
outside agency and Admit cards were issued by the said agency
to all candidates, irrespective of the community, without
preliminary check of eligibility for the written examination. The
vacancies were notified for SC/ ST only. Thus, provisions/
instructions as contained in Para 206 of RRB Manual regarding
Sorting of Applications and also incorporated in agreement
executed for pre-examination work was not adhered to
and admit cards were issued to all candidates by the
agency without any scrutiny. However, no payment was made
by RRB to the agency involved in the pre-examination work in
question. The Chairman/RRB was asked to take necessary
action against the agency for violation of provisions contained
in agreement.
Para 206 of RRB manual prescribes check for rejected
applications. There is a need to check accepted applications
too prior to issue of admit card for written examination. Sample
checks by RRB needs to be done to ensure that the outside
agency is not issuing admit cards to ineligible candidates. In
view of this, a system improvement letter has been issued to
Chairman/RRB to devise and implement a suitable mechanism
for such sample checks.

‘Y’

8. Fraudulent activity adopted by candidates in recruitment
by RRC

‘X’
‘Y’
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A complaint regarding fraudulent activity adopted by candidates
in recruitment by RRC/Patna was received in this office. During
investigation of the same, it was found that a candidate ‘X’ who
had submitted his application to RRC/Patna for recruitment in
Railways had submitted his application to RRC/Bilaspur also
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with different name ‘Y’ with different date of birth/set educational
documents. During investigation the application of candidate
naming ‘Y’ was collected from RRC/Bilaspur along with all other
documents. The candidate named ‘X’ during his VOC at RRC/
Patna was confronted on the basis of documents obtained from
RRC/Bilaspur. Photograph on applications at RRC/Bilaspur and
RRC/Patna were same. It was admitted by the candidate in
question that he has applied for recruitment in railways at
different RRCs using different name/date of birth and different
set of educational documents. Both the RRCs were advised to
take necessary action against the said candidate.

‘Y’
‘X’

9. Getting job in Railway on fake document

‘X’

‘X’
‘X’
'X’

‘X’
‘Y’

‘Y’
‘Y’
‘Y’
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(i) A complaint against a staff Shri ‘X’ regarding his
continuance in service beyond age of superannuation was
received in this office. During investigation, it was found
that the source/document i.e. Transfer certificate on the
basis of which the date of birth of Shri ‘X’ had been recorded
in his Service Record as 01.12.1953 was not issued by the
concerned school. It also came to notice that date of birth
of Shri ‘X’ was recorded as 01.08.1947 in the record of
another school which was also confirmed by the school
during investigation. In view of the same, Shri ‘X’ was found
responsible for getting his job in railway on the basis of
Transfer Certificate which was not genuine and concealing
the fact that he had studied at another school where his
date of birth was recorded in admission register as
01.08.1947. A Major penalty disciplinary proceeding against
Shri ‘X’ is recommended for misconduct found on his part.
(ii) A complaint against a staff Shri ‘Y’ alleging that his
employment in railways is on the basis of fake educational
certificate was received in this office. During investigation
of the same, it was found that the source/document i.e.
Transfer certificate on the basis of which the date of birth
of Shri ‘Y’ was recorded in his Serv ice Record as
09.02.1954 had not been issued by the concerned school.
Shri ‘Y’ was found responsible for getting his job in railway
on the basis of fake Transfer Certificate.A major penalty
disciplinary proceeding against Shri ‘Y’ is recommended
for misconduct found on his part.
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10. Unauthorised occupation of quarter for 34 years.
During a preventive-check conducted in one of the divisions, it
was noticed that a Railway quarter was allotted to a Railway
employee. The concerned Railway employee retired from the
Railway service way back in the year 1980, but his son and his
family members continued to occupy the Railway quarter
unauthorisedly till the day of vigilance check. The said Railway
quarter was vacated from the unauthorised occupation after a
period of 34 years only after intervention of vigilance.
During the investigation, it also came to notice that DCRG
and Settlement payment to the employee who was occupying
the quarter was already paid at the time of his retirement without
ensuring vacation of the Railway quarter. After investigation,
D&AR action has been recommended against the responsible
staff of Engineering department for not detecting the
unauthorised occupation of the said quarter for such a long
period of 34 years. After vigilance check action for recovery of
damage rent has been initiated by the division. Division was
also advised to launch a special drive in all the Railway colonies
to detect the unauthorised occupation of Railway quarters.
11. Exceptional delay in payment of arrear of pay to dependant
of expired Gr- 'D' Railway Servant
A preventive check conducted in one of the divisions revealed
that payment of arrear pay to the dependent of a expired
Railway employee is pending for last 11 years. Though pay
fixation was done in 2003, the payment has still not been done.
During investigation it also came to notice that original paid
vouchers of the period was already destroyed and this is likely
to delay arrear payment further. It was found that bill for payment
was prepared by the field unit and sent to divisional office for
vetting and payment. In the division the case file and bill was
lost. Subsequently bill has to be prepared again and delay took
place at every stage. After investigation, Disciplinary
proceedings has been recommended against staff responsible
for late preparation of bill for the arrear – payment.

‘D’
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12. Delay in remittance of cash
‘X’

‘X’

‘X’

A preventive check was conducted at Booking office of Station
‘X’ in a division on the aspect of delay in Remittance of cash.
During the check, cash remittance pertaining to the period of
1.6.13 to 13.6.13 was checked. During investigation, it was
found that Station earnings of ‘X’ station had not been sent to
Divisional cash office regularly by the scheduled train carrying
the T/C safe and the same was retained for 04-05 days as a
matter of routine. In this regard, the statement of the Booking
Supervisor of said station that the cash bag was not available
as the same was used by other stations on the way found not
true. Scrutiny of number of cash bags used during the period
in question revealed that they were in regular rotation and all
cash bags were being used at least twice during the said period.
Disciplinary proceedings against the Booking Supervisor of
Station ‘X’ was recommended.

WHEN YOU COME OUT OF THE STORM

ELIMINATE AS MUCH NEGATIVE

YOU WON'T BE THE SAME PERSON

FROM YOUR LIFE AS YOU CAN.

THAT WALKED IN.

FOCUS ON THE POSITIVES AND BE

THAT'S WHAT THE STORM IS ALL ABOUT.

THANKFUL FOR EVEN THE
SMALLEST BLESSINGS.

NONE CAN DESTROY IRON BUT ITS OWN

IF YOU SALUTE YOUR DUTY, YOU NEED

RUST CAN, LIKEWISE NONE CAN DESTROY

NOT SALUTE ANYBODY. BUT IF YOU

A PERSON BUT HIS OWN MINDSET CAN!

POLLUTE YOUR DUTY, YOU NEED TO

OUR THOUGHTS CAN CHANGE OUR LIFE.

SALUTE EVERYBODY.

RATAN TATA
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CASE STUDY-1
CASE STUDIES
ENGINEERING
- Z.A. Mallick,
AVO (Engg)
1.0 Irregularity in preparation of Proposal, Estimate & Tender
schedule for the work of CTR(S) in yard :During investigation of a complaint case it was found that a
work of CTR(S) in yard was proposed for inclusion in PWP by
a division, without verifying details from field officials. Further,
at the stage of sanctioning of detailed estimate and calling of
tender, the scope of work to be executed was also not verified
from the site and tender was called accordingly.
However, Para- 703 & 720 of Engg code stipulates that
detailed estimate should be prepared in sufficient details. In
addition to above, para-304 of IRPWM also states that Track
renewal proposals are submitted to the Divisional Engineer
by the Assistant Engineer. Further, para.5.3.1 of
recommendation of the committee of Sudhir Chandra report
circulated vide Rly Bd. Letter no.94/CE-I/CT/4 dtd-17/10/02,
also states that “Tender Schedule are to be prepared with
utmost care, following all the existing provisions in the code
and also Administrative instructions without fail, after detailed
site inspection and soil investigation, wherever necessary,
eliminating as far as possible the need for bringing any new
items during execution of works”.
Thus, at every stage i.e. initiation of proposal, preparation
of detailed estimate & preparation of schedule for calling of
tender, details from field should have been collected, which
was not done in this case.
Moreover, it was also found that, most of the work of
CTR(S) as proposed in the tender was executed through
various contracts much before the work proposing for inclusion

I/
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in PWP. In the instant case, it mainly happened due to all the
yard line were being renewed in piecemeal manner as per
urgency on account of safety of track in different contract and
no proper records including track diagram were being
maintained at divisional office. Further, details of yard lines
were not kept in section register even by the PWI Unit.
The case has been sent for 1st stage advice of CVC,
however, in this regard a system improvement letter has
been suggested by Vigilance organisation vide letter No.
ECR/Vig/System Improvement/50 dated 15.04.2014
2.0 Irregularity in execution of cleaning contract at Railway
Station:During the course of investigation of a preventive check
regarding Cleaning and removal of garbage from Railway
Station, in one of the division of ECR. Following irregularities
have been found:
(i)
No records were maintained by station manager for
receipt and issue of cleaning materials, passing/approval
of materials and log book containing shift wise day to
day cleaning activities. However, these were already
stipulated in the Contract Agreement and there was also
separate payment for supply of cleaning materials.
Further, payments for cleaning activities were based on
log book, containing shift wise details of cleaning activity.
(ii)
It is also found that bills were prepared for full quantity
as per scope of work for each day & no any deduction
were made f or any activ ity either not done or
unsatisfactory done. However, during joint check station
area was found un-cleaned & some rooms were
generally locked up.
(iii) It is also found that, (commercial) department sent bills
without having any test check by higher authority, as in
Contract Agreement provisions like test check was not
mentioned. Further, the same was also passed by
Finance Department. However, Railway board vide their
letter No.92/CE.I/CT/48 dated-27.10.1992, which has

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

I
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also been reiterated by FA& CAO/CON/ECR/MHX vide
their letter No.FA/CON/XP/MHX/05/Pt-I Circular dated16.02.05, states that measurement recorded by any
authority should invariably be test checked by the next
higher authority. Moreover, a system Improvement letter
No.ECR/VIG/System Improvement/50 dated-17.08.2012
was also issued earlier, wherein it is clearly mentioned
that policy letters on tender & contract management of
works tender issued by Civil Engg directorate of Rly
board is equally applicable to all department and passing
of materials, recording measurement in MB, Power to
record measurement, Test check at stipulated level &
Standard contract certificate for on account/final bill etc.
must be ensured.
(iv) Further, it is also found that, few bills were signed by Jr
Scale officer & sent for passing to Finance Department
and the same was also passed by Finance Department,
However, minimum level of officers for passing the bill
should have been Senior Scale level officer as form1338 of Engg Code which is used for contract certificate
clearly indicates that certificate should be issued by
Executive Engineer. In addition to above, Para.1346 of
Engg Code which is related with general rules to be
observed for bills states that “Executive Engineers
submitting bill for payment should satisfy themselves that
the same are correct and complete in every particular
and that sufficient authority exists for their payment”.
The case is under final stage of investigation. However,
all Divisions have been advised to abort irregularities noticed
and to take corrective action vide letter No. ECR/Vig/System
Improvement/50 dated 12.03.2014. CCM has also been advised
to issue standard tender documents for cleaning contracts to
make provision of test check.

I

(iv)
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3.0 Irregularity in execution of works:During investigation of a complaint case following irregularities
were found:(i) In execution of works for “Provision of Precast speed
breaker and information board” steel reinforcement
was passed by concerned AEN even after completion of
casting of all Pre-cast speed breakers block wherein
provision of steel reinforcement was only for construction
of pre-cast speed breaker block. These extra 6.0 MT steel
reinforcement was passed by AEN, however payment of
all pre-cast speed breakers block was already made after
test checked by same AEN. Further these 6.0 MT steel
reinforcement was also taken into csideration for recording
in MB for next bill. These Pre-cast speed breakers were
being constructed as per drawing wherein reinforcement
details was also available, but even during technical check
it was not pointed out by SSE/Drg who made technical
check and finally bill passed by division. Thus excess
measurement of 6.533 MT reinforcement steel were
done, resulting loss of Rs 2,51,768.65 to the Railway.
The case is under final stage of investigation.
(ii) In execution of works for “Re-grading of approach road
of un-manned L Cs” it was found that payment for CC
work, which was executed for construction of road was
also done against CC for superstructure work. The rate
of CC for superstructure work was more than CC for road
work. However, both the item i.e. CC for superstructure
work & CC for road work was available in Contract
Agreement but field official did not taken pain for
processing of variation rather recorded in MB against
same type of items but having higher rate. Thus there is
loss to railway.
The case is under final stage of investigation.

(i)

(ii)
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CASE STUDY-1
CASE STUDIES
STORES, MEDICAL & SECURITY
Irregularities in laying of signalling cable
- Vikash Kumar, CVI/S
During a vigilance check conducted on the aspect of laying
of signalling cable in a divisional unit, it was noted that laying of
cables was not done as per contract provision. As defined in the
contract, cables were to be laid with bricks in sections between
Home to Home Signal. For other places in the section it was not
specifically mentioned in the contract agreement that whether laying
of cable was to be done with or without bricks. Rate and quantum
for laying of cable with and without bricks was mentioned in the
contract.
It was observed that till the date of check, laying of signalling
cables was done without bricks even in the sections between Home
to Home Signal. After the date of check, at majority of the places,
cable laying was done with bricks even in the sections not between
Home to Home Signal. The official involved with the execution of
the work could not cite any reason for not laying the cables with or
without bricks as defined in the contract. He said that laying of
signalling cables with or without brick was done at different places
as per the verbal advice of senior officials.
During investigation, it was noted that payment was made
as per execution. Since payment was made as per execution, no
action against the officials was taken but the issue of not laying the
cables with or without bricks at different places as per the provisions
of the contract agreement but at all places without brick prior to
check and at most of the places with brick after check was brought
to the notice of CSTE.
Accepting a lump sum offer against item rate schedule
A PIDPIR complaint pertaining to work for replacement of
existing main electronic exchange of a division by providing 2 MB
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connectivity to all exchanges with STD facility was investigated. 5
different types of cards were to be supplied along with other items
as per the contract.
In the tender, the firms were to quote item-wise rate for all
the items of the schedule including five types of cards. The lowest
offerer M/s 'X' instead of quoting item wise rate, offered lump sum
rate of all the stores items. At the time of offer for inspection, for all
the five types of cards, the firm offered cards with more numbers of
ports but lesser in quantity so that total number of ports for each
type of card was equal or more than the total number of ports as
per tender. The supply was passed and accepted on the ground
that ultimately the firm offered more total number of ports for each
type of card and lesser number of cards would also require less
space.
Before accepting lesser number of cards with equal or more
number of ports, any cost analysis was not done in respect of the
price of cards with lesser number of ports vis-à-vis the price of
cards with more number of ports. Acceptance of less number of
cards with equal/more number of ports than ordered would have
been correct if the price of cards varied in the same proportion as
the number of ports besides the item being technically suitable also.
The firm in its challan did not mention the number of ports
for each type of card. In the MB, description of cards was shown as
per the schedule of the contract (and not as per supply) and quantity
was shown as supplied actually i.e. less than the contract quantity.
But amount shown in the MB was full contract value. Accordingly
bill was also prepared and payment made by finance for the full
contract value.
Further, accepting a lump-sum offer of a firm against tender
with item rate schedule & subsequently change in specification/
quantity of items vitiates the concept of "level playing field" for the
participating firms for which CSTE & FA&CAO have been requested
to issue necessary guidelines. Officials concerned have also been
taken up.

'X'
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Irregularity in conducting Re-medical Examination
- K K Mishra, CVI/Sec

'X'

'X'
'X'

'X'
'A'
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Preventive check on the aspect of irregularity/delay in IME/
PME was conducted in a Divisional Hospital. Followings points were
noted a. Medical re-examination of three candidates for CG appointment
to be conducted by Divisional Hospital/ 'X' was ordered by CMD.
IME for these candidates was conducted by Railway Hospital/
DHN and Railway Hospital/SEE. DHN and SEE were requested
to send documents of IME of these candidates which were
made available within a month. After more than 1 month, date
of medical re-examination was fixed to be conducted on a notice
of 4 days which included Saturday and Sunday also. Obviously
on such short notice, candidates could not be informed and
medical re-examination was re-fixed after one month.
b. Out of the three candidates, medical board proceedings of one
candidate was forwarded by the hospital after one and half
month of the date of medical re-examination. Proceedings of
other two candidates were not sent to CMD without any reason.
On the forwarding letter to CMD/HJP by the hospital 'X' for
sending medical board report of other two candidates, the
signature of official of the hospital was struck off. Report of
medical re-examination of other two candidates were sent by
the hospital 'X' to CMD after two days of vigilance check.
c. In another case, Medical re-examination of four candidates for
appointment in Gr D under employment notice no. 'A' was
ordered by CMD/HJP. The concerned dealer of divisional
hospital stated that CMD's letter for re-medical examination
was received by him after about 6 months.
d. After 15 days of vigilance check, one candidate was declared
fit. Two other candidates were sent to AIIMS, Patna for
Audimetry test and one candidate to CH/Patna f or
Echocardiography after vigilance check. For the fourth
candidate, Divisional Hospital who conducted IME was
requested to send Echo report of the candidate.
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e.
'X'

'A'

f.

g.

'X'

h.
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Dealer of the hospital conducting IME stated that earlier while
sending the report of Initial Medical Examination of the fourth
candidate to the hospital 'X' who had to conduct re-medical
examination, he could not send the Echo report due to excess
work of other section and whatever documents were made
available to him by the custodian of the documents were sent
to by him. He further stated that he got letter for sending Echo
report of the candidate about one and half months back but
the case being old (of 2012), the same could be made available
to him by the custodian of document on the day of his
clarification in vigilance office. The custodian of documents
stated that no document was asked for from him by the dealer.
Both the dealer and the custodian of documents, therefore,
did not tell the truth.
From the examination of the records of CMD office/HJP, it
revealed that in this case of appointment of Gr D against
employment notice no. 'A', it was advised by CMD/HJP in Jan'13
to all divisional hospitals to send the documents of IME of the
candidates for Medical re-examination. Further, more than four
reminders were sent and the documents were finally made
available by the one of the hospitals conducting IME in Nov'13
i.e. after long 11 months. Inordinate delay, therefore, took place
in sending the documents of IME by the hospital conducting
IME despite repeated reminders by CMD.
During investigation, it came to light that there is no monitoring
of cases of Re-medical examination in divisional hospitals. Even
CMD office kept on sending reminders for 11 long months for
sending documents. It was also observed that no record was
maintained in the hospital 'X' who conducted re-medical
examination for mov ement of the f iles of re-medical
examination.
Officials responsible have been taken up under major penalty
for inordinately delaying the case again and again. CMD/ECR/
HJP has been requested to issue an SIL for fixing time frame
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for different activities involved in IME/ Re-medical examination/
PME and monitoring of the same at various levels in divisional
hospital and CMD Office.
IIRREGULARITY IN SUPPLY AND RECEIPT OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
- Pramod Yadav, CVI/S

During a check pertaining to quality and genuineness of
medical equipments supplied at a hospital, following irregularities
were noted:
1. High Pressure Horizontal Sterilizer 20" X 44" Load: 12 KWThe equipment was supplied by firm M/s 'X' against purchase
order of COS/ECR. During check, it was observed that name of
make of the machine printed on a plastic sticker as "X" was
pasted on the machine. A large steel board was affixed on the
body of the machine on which complete instruction for operation
of the machine with machine sl. No., specification and other
details were mentioned. At the bottom of this steel board it was
also mentioned that - "MFD by Y". The firm M/s 'X' was, therefore,
not the manufacturer of the machine as mentioned in the PO
and Inspection Certificate issued by RITES. This was also
confirmed subsequently during further investigation.
A check with independent witness was conducted at the
premises of the firm M/s 'X' and it was found that the firm was not a
manufacturer of the item Horizontal sterilizer rather it manufactured
Vertical Sterilizer and other medical equipments. The equipment
was also not mentioned in the product catalogue of the firm. During
independent check at the firm's premises, the representative of the
firm stated that they did not manufacture the item Horizontal sterilizer
but could arrange if order was placed on them.
The equipment was inspected at the consignee's premises
by RITES/Kolkata after supply. RITES inspecting Engineer also did

20'' x 44''
'X'
Make

'X'

"Y"
'X'

'X'
'X'
'X'

'X'

'Y'

not see that on the equipment, manufacturer's name was mentioned
as 'Y' instead of 'X' who had to supply the equipment as per PO. In

'X'

the PO, no embossing clause was also mentioned. No test report
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was attached with the inspection certificate either.
A joint inspection was called for with RITES and the firm.
During joint inspection, the firm's representative stated that they
'Y'

manufactured this item and the name of firm M/s 'Y' was embossed
'Y'

on the material because they had purchased panel box of the
equipment from the firm 'Y'. Material was accepted in JI.
There is no denying fact that the firm gave false information
'Y'

during JI. The equipment was manufactured by the firm 'Y' as was
evident from the steel plate affixed predominantly on the body of
the equipment enumerating instruction for operation of the machine
and as verified during independent check at firm's premises.
COS and CMD/ECR have been requested to take into

'X'

consideration the matter of giving false credential by the firm while
placing future orders. RITES has also been requested to take up
the matter of incorrect inspection of the equipment by the in specting
official.
2. Auto refractometer with Keratometer ACCUREF K -

'A'

9001 Mfg by firm 'A', Japan"- The equipment was purchased for
hospital against the PO of COS/ECR. The equipment ordered by

'A'

COS/ECR was of make 'A', Japan. Though the ordered item was
an imported one, tender condition for furnishing import documents
like Custom's out passed Bill of Entry, Bill of lading/Air way bill,
manufacturer's invoice and MTC/GC, etc at the time of inspection
and supply was not mentioned in the PO. Neither the inspecting
official asked for these import documents at the time of inspection
nor the consignee at the time of supply.
'A'
'B'

During check it was found that name of the manufacturer 'A',
Japan was not mentioned on the equipment instead logo of another
firm 'B' of Korea was embossed on the equipment. Vigilance advised
the consignee to call for a joint inspection. The firm despite repeated
reminders did not attend the JI. During JI with RITES and consignee,
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machine sl. No. mentioned in the IC was not found on the equipment.
Inspection facsimile was also not available on the equipment. No
record regarding availability of facsimile marks on the equipment,
mentioning of equipment sl. No., name of the manufacturer, other
details of the equipment on its receipt was prepared at the time of
receipt of the equipment to check the genuineness of the supply as
per PO. RITES, therefore, declined that the equipment was in
spected by them and finally the material was rejected during JI.
COS and CMD have been requested to take action against
the erring firm. CMD has also been requested to issue guidelines
for receipt of material and its verification of genuineness as per
PO.

Irregularity in preparing of Advise Note for Returned
Stores (NS-11) for scrap LA/VRLA batteries
- Rajeev Kumar, CVI/S
During investigation of a case pertaining to disposal of scrap
Lead Acid/VRLA batteries by S&T department of a division, it was
noted that in the Advise Note for Returned Stores (NS-11) of these
scrap batteries, percentage of lead content of batteries was not
mentioned. Lot for sale in MT was also formed by mixing batteries
of different capacities (AH) and voltages without mentioning the
percentage of lead content and number of each type of battery.
This aspect of not indicating the content of lead in batteries went
unnoticed at various levels i.e. at the stage of making NS-11,
preparing lot by depot, approving the survey sheet by COS office &
fixing the Reserve Price.
The returning official did not have any idea about the
percentage lead content of the batteries. He stated falsely that he
got the lead content of the batteries determined prior to sending
the batteries to stores depot for sale which was found to be 15% for
all types of batteries. Percentage lead content of the same batteries
was assessed by the vigilance team also which was found to vary
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from 20% to 35%. During further investigation, for various other
types of Train lighting batteries, Diesel loco and Electric Loco
batteries, the percentage lead content was found to be up to about
80% of the total weight of the battery. Forming a lot by mixing all
types of batteries in MT (by weight) without declaring the lead content
and number of each type of battery will cause loss of railway revenue.
Percentage lead content in batteries varies depending upon
their capacity in AH and also on their voltages. Lead is the main
component of scrap batteries. Prices of batteries vary depending
upon their lead content and hence lot should not have been prepared
in mixed condition without mentioning the percentage of lead content
and number of each type of battery. The returning official was taken
up and issued minor penalty charge sheet. A System Improvement
Letter has been issued to COS and CSTE with the request to make
a JPO in this regard.

Irregularity in receipt of material pertaining to TRD
- Ranjeet Kumar, CVI/S
During a Preventive Check conducted in one of the units of
TRD of a division, it was observed that in a works contract for
Erection and Installation of Single Pole Isolator, provision for supply
of Post Insulator was made in the contract. 250 numbers of Post
insulators were to be supplied as item no. 1 of the schedule and
further 250 nos as item no. 4 of the schedule. Therefore, altogether
500 numbers of Post insulators were to be s0upplied. The contractor
supplied total 250 numbers of Post Insulators as found during
physical checking of the items in the unit and confirmed by the
stock holder and SSE concerned also. Both the stock holder and
concerned SSE stated that 125 numbers of Post insulators were
supplied against item no. 1 of the schedule and 125 nos against
item no. 4 of the schedule. However, for item no. 1 of the schedule
"full quantity received" was certified by the SSE. SSE concerned
stated that total 250 numbers of Post Insulators only were required
for the work and hence as per the advice of higher official he certified
for "full quantity received" for item no. 1 of the schedule.
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20% check in MB was endorsed by AEE and he also did not
point out this issue rather during clarification he stated that 375
number of Post insulators were received i.e. 250 nos against item
no. 1 and 125 nos against item no. 4 which was not correct.
After receiving 250 nos of Post insulators by the unit against
the works contract, payment for 375 numbers of the item was
certified and made to the firm. Thereby excess payment to the tune
of about Rs 6.40 lakh was made to the contractor which was
recovered on vigilance advise.
The case is under investigation.

Availability of unaccounted materials worth
Rs 1.40 crores
- Ranjeet Kumar, CVI/S
During a preventive check in MGS division, 340 numbers of
new B series masts for TRD worth Rs 1.40 crores approx were
found lying in bushes, jungles and in pond. There was no claimant
of the masts.
It was advised to account for the masts and to ensure that
no future procurement of the masts be made till the unaccounted
masts are used.

Irregularity in testing of Food Samples
- Ravindra Kumar Singh, CVI/Med
During investigation of a complaint, irregularity in getting the
food samples collected from different trains and food stalls tested
was noted.
The concerned CHI/FSO was to collect five samples per
month from different trains and food stalls including kitchens of
railways which he did not comply. The samples collected were not
sent to test agency in time rather samples of three consecutive
months were sent for testing once. Sample collected for a month
was not sent for testing at all.
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The official concerned could not cite any reason behind not
sending the samples collected for test to testing agency in time. It
was therefore only his ill motive behind this act for which the official
has been taken up.

Irregularity in Intimation of Immovable Property
- Ravindra Kumar Singh, CVI/Med
A complaint pertaining to non-intimation of transaction of
immovable property by an official in GP Rs 4600/- was investigated.
The official had purchased a piece of land and later on got a two
storied building constructed on that land.
Prior to construction of two storied house on the land, the
concerned official did not process for noting of the same under
Rule 18(2). The official had also not submitted Annual Immovable
Property Return (AIPR). It was learnt during the course of
investigation that there was no system of submission of AIPR by
officials in GP Rs 4600/- in CMS/SEE office.
During investigation of the case, the official produced an
application given by him in the office of CMS/SEE and DRM (P)/
SEE for purchase of land. The application did not contain any
information about the land purchased by the official. Even then, the
application was duly forwarded by the controlling officer. The
application was not found available in the files of CMS/SEE during
investigation. The official of CMS/SEE whose receiving was available
on the application had already expired during investigation so where
about of the application and course of action taken by that official of
CMS/SEE office could not be verified.
The application was also not available in the office of DRM
(P)/SEE neither the official whose signature was shown on the
application had ever worked in the office of DRM (P)/SEE. The
receiving of the official of DRM (P)/SEE was, therefore, shown falsely
on the application by the charged official.
Staff concerned has been taken up and all PHODs/DRMs
have been requested to ensure the submission of AIPR by officials
in GP Rs 4600/- in time.
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Irregularities in local purchase of medicines
- Vikash Kumar, CVI/S
- Ravindra Kumar Singh, CVI/Med
During a check in a divisional hospital regarding local
purchase of medicines, following irregularities were noted:
1.
Local purchase of medicines was initiated without obtaining
approval of competent authority.
2.
Tender for local purchase was processed for large number
of items in each case. Quantity required for each medicine
was not mentioned. It was, therefore, not possible to arrive
at the estimated value of the case.
3.
Description and unit of the medicines were not mentioned
in the tender enquiry clearly and correctly. For example, as
for the unit of a medicine, 1 phyle was mentioned for which
the firms offered phials of different capacities. During tender
opening, there was overwriting in the phial capacity i.e. 100
ml was made 150 ml. Accounts official who witnessed the
tender opening said that cutting/overwriting in the capacity
of phial was not attested by him as he had to certify the rate
only. While preparing the tabulation statement, rates offered
by firms for different capacities of phial were not updated to
a fixed capacity phial.
4.
Tenders were given to both registered and unregistered firms.
In the panel of firms considered for giving tender enquiry, it
was not mentioned that whether the firms were registered
or not neither any reasons for including the names of
unregistered firms was mentioned.
5.
In all the cases, cutting/overwriting/use of whitener was found
in the rates/description/unit offered by the firms. In most of
such cases, the cutting/overwriting/use of whitener was not
certified by the officials who witnessed the tender opening.
It came up during investigation that these cutting/overwriting/
use of whitener had been done in most of the cases after
opening of tender with an intention to benefit certain firms.
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6.

7.

8.

9.
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This act of the official of tender section caused ordering of
medicine at higher rates and loss of railway revenue.
Dealer of these cases stated that cutting/overwriting/use of
whitener in the offers were present at the time of opening of
such quotations/tenders. No tender opening register was
being maintained in the unit and neither these cutting/
overwriting/use of whitener was attested during tender
opening and hence the statement of the dealer did not have
any relevance. Rates in words and figures of items also
differed after cutting/overwriting which strengthened the fact
that cutting/overwriting was done after tender opening.
In some cases, rates in figures/words were increased by
overwriting/cutting. Tabulation statement in these cases was
prepared by considering the higher rates whichever was
favorable to the firm. Finally order was placed at higher rates.
The officer who witnessed the tender opening also signed
on the tabulation statement and purchase order. He stated
that he did not tally the rate mentioned in the tabulation
statement and purchase order with the offered rate.
In some cases, tax element offered by the firm was not
considered with rate in the tabulation statement and put up
to purchase officer concerned for approval. Ranking of the
firms was, therefore, not correct in the tabulation statement.
But after approval, Purchase Order was placed with 'tax extra'
in these cases.
Tender was accepted for some of the items and for other
items re-tender was advised. At the time of processing the
case for re-tender, other new items were included and the
items for which re-tender was advised were not included in
the list.
The case is under investigation.
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CASE STUDIES CASE STUDY
MECHANICAL
- Kumar Karunesh
Chief Vigilance Inspector/Mech.

Anomalies observed in the contracts of Escorting
ACCA in primary trains of different divisions of ECR.

(ACCA)

(ACCA)
X
X/8
X

(ACCA)
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During Preventive vigilance checks in the contracts of
Escorting ACCA of different Divisions of ECR, it is observed that
different divisions of ECR are following different units of rate for the
work of Escorting ACCA.
Some divisions are using Per Coach-hrs, whereas in some
divisions it is train-wise per coach per Round Trip. It has been
observed that the trains of two different divisions having almost
same journey hours, the rates in one division are Rs 700/-per coach,
whereas in another div. rates are Rs 1412/- per coach. In terms of
per coach hour the rates for escorting ACCA in the different divisions
of ECR are varying from Rs 13.35/- per coach-hr to Rs 31/- per
coach-hr.
The rates of Rs 31/- per coach-hr. were justified considering
the labour wages per day as “X” and for 8 hrs per day, the rates per
hour i.e. X/8 have been calculated. Thus, considering a train having
about 24 hrs journey, Railway is paying Rs 31x24 = Rs. 744/-.
However from the wage sheet of the contractor, It is observed that
the staff deployed as ACCA against this contract are being paid Rs
257/- per day only (as per present per day labour rate) irrespective
of journey hours. This implies that the railway is paying up to three
times the rates to that being paid by the contractor to his staff
deployed as ACCA.
The analysed rates, which has been arrived at by multiplying
8hr payable rate by 3 to arrive at rates for 24 hrs appears to be
patently wrong as it does not consider the nature of duty as well as
the actual duty hours etc. Concerned department has been advised
to issue suitable guidelines.
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Important
System Improvement Letters
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SIL - 01/2014
EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager (Vig.)
Hajipur.

No. ECR/Vig/SystemImprovement/50

Dated:- 06.01.2014

Chief Medical Director
East Central Railway
Hajipur.
Sub : Signing of agreement for engaging Contract Medical
Practitioners

II/I/I
I/I

II/

I/I
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During a vigilance check in Danapur Division, it was noted
that agreement for engagement of Contract Medical Practitioner
(CMP) was not signed between the railway administration (CMS/
DNR) and the CMP.
Railway Board vide Letter No:2007/E(GR) II/I/I dated
16.10.2008, Letter no. 2007/E(GR)/I/I Pt dated 13.08.09 and Letter
No:2008/E(GR)II/I/I dated 16.07.12 has issued guidelines and terms
& conditions for engagement of Medical practitioner on contract
basis.
During check it was noted that appointment order of the
Contract Medical Practitioner issued by the Personnel department
did not contain the detailed terms & conditions as per the existing
instruction of Railway Board. For the engagement of CMP's, contract
agreement is being executed by Dhanbad division between the
Railway Administration (CMS/DHN) and the CMP concerned.
Due to non-execution of the agreement and its circulation to
all concerned, two sets of Privilege Passes one 1st class 'A' pass
and one 1st class pass were issued to a CMP instead of one set of
1st class complementary pass during the full contract period. No
deduction for railway accommodation provided to a CMP was made
from the remuneration of the CMP for the whole contract period.
Sick-fit memo were issued by the CMP for more than 07 days and
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the same were not got countersigned by a regular Railway Medical
Officer. CUG Phone was given to the CMP though no provision for
the same was there in the contract.
More surprisingly, the CMP continued to work even after the
expiry of his contract period. Letter for termination of the services
of the CMP was issued with effect from an earlier date by CMS/
DNR after Vigilance check.
Officials dealing with above matters feigned ignorance about
the terms & conditions of the engagement of CMPs.
All divisional CMSs should be advised to sign a contract
agreement incorporating the guidelines of Rly Bd. for engagement
of CMPs. As for providing CUG to the CMPs, CMD may take a
decision in consultation with CSTE & finance and issue guidelines
in this regard also.
(Mahesh Kumar)
Dy. Chief Vigilance Officer(S)
for GM/Vigilance
Copy to : CPO/ECR/HJP - He is requested to advice the official concerned
to incorporate the instruction in the appointment order of CMPs
that agreement must be signed between the railway
administration and the CMP.

"UPS AND DOWNS IN LIFE ARE VERY
IMPORTANT TO KEEP US GOING,
BECAUSE STRAIGHT LINE EVEN IN
AN ECG MEANS, WE ARE NOT
ALIVE."
61

GOALS ALLOW YOU TO CONTROL
THE DIRECTION OF CHANGE
IN YOUR FAVOUR.
IN THE END ONLY THREE THINGS MATTER :
HOW MUCH YOU LOVED, HOW GENTLY YOU
LIVED AND HOW GRACEFULLY YOU LET GO OF
THINGS NOT MEANT FOR YOU.
BUDDHA
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SIL - 02/2014
Office of the
EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
No. ECR/Vig /System Improvement/50
Dated:- 06.01.2014
Controller of Stores
East Central Railway
Hajipur.
Sub : Provision of Price variation clause (PVC) in stores
tenders & issue of purchase order with approval of
TAA.
During inv estigation of a tender case pertaining to
procurement of 180 KVA static convertor for Electric Locomotives
by stores department, it was noted that no provision of PVC (Price
Variation Clause) was made in the tender conditions. The item was
to be procured from RDSO approved sources and the firms offered
their rates with PVC applicable for electrical machinaries as per
IEEMA PVC formula.
In the TCM, TC did not discuss the issue of non-provision of
PVC in the tender condition and recommended the offer of a firm
with PVC for acceptance. Recommendation of TC was accepted
by TAA. Accordingly LOA was issued & PO with PVC was sent to
HQ finance for vetting.
HQ finance returned the PO without vetting on the ground
that PVC was not a part of the tender condition and therefore the
same should not be included in the PO. Finance advised that PO
should be prepared without PVC and then be sent for vetting.
TAA did not agree to the observation of finance and the PO
with PVC clause was again sent for vetting. The tender case kept
on shuttling between COS office & HQ finance for about 06 months.
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Finally with the remarks in the file that TAA has asked over
phone to send the PO for v etting after complying finance
observation, the PO was sent for vetting without PVC. PO was vetted
by finance. A note to this effect was put up to TAA for his perusal
that after withdrawing PVC, PO was sent to finance for vetting as
per his (TAA's) advice over phone, the PO has been vetted & the
same may be seen prior to issue of PO. The same was not seen by
TAA & PO was issued.
It is hereby requested to advice concerned officials that
provision of PVC, if applicable, should be made in the tender
condition. Approval of TAA must be taken prior to preparing the PO
with deviation from the earlier approval of TAA and sending to finance
for vetting of PO.
The status of supply against the contract may please also be
intimated.

(Mahesh Kumar)
Dy Chief Vigilance Officer (S)
For General Manager/Vigilance
Copy to : FA&CAO/E.C. Rly/Hajipur: for inf ormation and
necessary action please.

RAILWAY SERVICE CONDUCT RULE 1966
18(2) NO RAILWAY SERVANT SHALL
ACQUIRE/ DISPOSE OF ANY IMMOVABLE
PROPERTY WITHOUT PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OF
GOVT EITHER IN HIS OWN NAME OR IN NAME
OF ANY FAMILY MEMBER.
(PREVIOUS SANCTION IS REQUIRED IF
TRANSACTION IS WITH SOMEONE HAVING
OFFICIAL DEALINGS).
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RAILWAY SERVICE CONDUCT RULE 1966
18(4) GOVT MAY REQUIRE A RAILWAY
SERVANT TO FURNISH A FULL STATEMENT
OF SUCH MOVABLE/IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
HELD/ ACQUIRED BY HIM OR ON HIS BEHALF
OR BY HIS FAMILY MEMBER. IT MAY INCLUDE
DETAILS OF MEANS BY WHICH SUCH
PROPERTY WAS ACQUIRED.
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SIL - 05/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.

No.ECR/Vig/System Improvement/50

Dated: 10/02/2014

Chief Commercial Manager
East Central Railway,
HAJIPUR.
Sub : Regarding confidentiality of Password for ID issued to
staff in PRS/ Booking Office & inactivation of IDs of
retired/transferred staff.
During a preventive check in booking office (UTS cum PRS)
at Karhagola Road station of SEE Division it was detected that on
duty staff was working on the PRS ID of another staff, who had
been transferred a year ago. Further it was noticed that ID of staff
transferred from the location is not closed and the working staff ID
had expired due to not being used in the system. Several such
cases of misuse of ID have been found during checks in recent
times which are highly irregular.
Necessary instructions in this regard may be re-iterated and
added to ensure confidentiality of ID & password to the Divisions
and compliance ensured.
This office may please be appraised regarding the action
taken.
(Shikha Srivastava)
Dy.CVO (T)
For G.M (Vigilance)
ECR/Hajipur
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SIL - 09/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.

No.ECR/Vig/System Improvement/50

Dated: 25.02.2014

Chief Commercial Manager
East Central Railway,
HAJIPUR.
Sub : Public Auction at KPGM Goods Shed.
Ref : DRM/SEE enclosed letter no. C/456/1/06/08/10,
Dated 05/12.13.
It has been observed that auction of Cement contained in 04
Wagons has been done by the Division after lapse of almost one
year which also included rainy season. Since Cement quality
progressively deteriorates with passage of time, auction needs to
be expedited preferably before monsoon while observing necessary
formalities with a view to fetch better rates.
Secondly, provision of putting auction notice on website may
be explored. A small notice in newspaper may be published, which
may further economize the cost of advertisement by leveraging
technology. This practice is followed by all departments dealing with
tenders.
It is requested that suitable instructions in the matter may be
given to the divisions and this office informed.
(J.K.Verma)
Sr. Deputy General Manager
East Central Railway/HJP

Copy to : Divisional Railway Manager/SEE for information & N/A
in the matter.
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SIL - 10/2014
EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager (Vig.)
Hajipur.

No. ECR/Vig./System Improvement/50

March 4, 2014.

Chief Commercial Manager,
East Central Railway,
Hajipur.
Sub : Tender/Contract management of cleaning contract for
Stations.

( )
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During a preventive check by vigilance on 12.12.2013 at Barh
station, following irregularities in contract management were
observed:
(a) On the day of vigilance check, only one safaiwala in uniform
was found. Later on 2 more safaiwalas without uniform were
presented after almost 2 hrs. Job analysis done by railway for
calling tender considered requirement of average 24 safaiwalas
per day.
(b) Shift wise record of various items of sweeping/cleaning/washing
for the items of schedule, duly signed by shift ASM and
contractor's representative, were not maintained. Contract
stipulated for cleaning in two shifts. Station Manager has simply
prepared the performance report ticking all the columns for
various items of works at the end of the month based on which
payments have been released to the contractor.
(c) No test check either by supervisor or officer as stipulated for
the works contracts has been carried out. This aspect has also
not been checked by Accounts officials while passing the bill.
(d) Only 8 items of consumables out of 23 stipulated in the tender
schedule were found on the date of check. No record of receipt
and issue of consumables as stipulated in the contract
agreement has been maintained. Further, no recovery for
shortage of consumables has been noted in the payments
made to the contractor.
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Examination of tender document reveals that scope of work
of cleaning contracts needs review to keep the bare requirement of
cleaning to economise the cost. Some of these items are listed
below:
(a)

Washing of full platform area has been kept in the scope of
work. Cleaning & washing of tiled/kota stone area and only
cleaning of other surface areas may suffice.

(b)

Cob web cleaning has been provided twice a week.

(c)

Cleaning of retiring rooms has been provided 4 times a day.

(d)

Cleaning of offices twice daily has been provided.

(e)

Keeping separate item for uniform may be looked into.

(f)

List of consumables which includes pine oil, nuvan, furadon,
mortein rat killer etc. may be reviewed.

(g)

Cleaning item for colony only mention about area. Whether
this includes only roads or other open area of the colony also
needs to be mentioned for proper understanding of the work
at the execution level.

It is requested that above issues may please be examined
at your end and suitable instructions issued to the Divisions.
Standarisation of tender schedule and scope of work for different
type of stations may be thought of for their uniformity across
Divisions. Considering the nature of work, real time monitoring and
frequent checking at higher levels is also required to be considered
to improve quality of cleaning.
Instructions issued to the Division in this regard may please
be advised to this office.

(J.K.Verma)
Sr. Deputy General Manager
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SIL - 12/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.

No. ECR/Vig /System Improvement/50

Dated:- 07.03.2014

CCM
East Central Railway
Hajipur.
Sub : Maintenance of ledger for old unserviceable IT
equipment for UTS/PRS.
During investigation of a case pertaining to disposal of old/
unserviceable IT equipments for UTS/PRS, it was noted that the
station unit did not maintain ledger for these equipments duly
indicating the respective machine numbers. These equipments were
sent to CBS/DHN for disposal but CBS/DHN also did not maintain
any ledger for these stores.
As per the provision of procedure order for disposal of UTS/
PRS peripherals of commercial department circulated vide no. ECR/
CRM/PRS & UTS/JPO- Condemn/001/09 dated 04.03.10, the
station unit HZD sent some old/unserviceable equipments to the
divisional office CBS/DHN for disposal. CBS/DHN did not process
for their disposal. Rather till date, he has not disposed any such
equipment.
As contained in the above mentioned procedure order, rates
of old/unserviceable equipments will be provided by CCM office to
division but till date CCM office has also not circulated any rate for
these items to divisions.
Non-maintenance of ledger for old/unserviceable IT
equipments for PRS/UTS by station units as well as by divisions,
leaves room for misappropriation of these equipments and their
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spares. All concerned may, therefore, be advised to maintain record
of these items in machine sl. numbered register.
Rates for old/unserviceable equipments may be arranged
and concerned officials may be advised for immediate disposal of
these equipments.
Stock verification of these old/unserviceable equipments is
also not being done. The same may be arranged in consultation
with FA&CAO.
(Mahesh Kumar)
DY. Chief Vigilance Officer(S)
For GM/Vigilance
Copy to : FA&CAO/ECR: for information & advising concerned
officials to arrange for stock verification of old/
unserviceable UTS/PRS equipments at stations as well
as at divisions.

THE FOUNDATION STONES FOR

STANDING ALONE

A BALANCED SUCCESS ARE

DOESN'T MEAN

HONESTY, CHARACTER,

I AM ALONE.

INTEGRITY, FAITH,

IT MEANS I'M STRONG ENOUGH

LOVE AND LOYALTY.

TO HANDLE THINGS
ALL BY MYSELF.

-ZIG ZIGLAR
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SIL - 14 /2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. ECR/Vig /System Improvement/50

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
Dated:- 11.03.2014

Controller of Stores
East Central Railway
Hajipur.
Sub : Issue of material after calling for Joint Inspection.
During a vigilance check at Stores Depot GHZ on the aspect
of checking of quality of material, it was noted that a complaint for
non-suitability of item Hexagonal Head Bolts & Nuts of size
16x50mm was received by the depot from Sr. DME/SEE for the
item. The item was supplied at the depot against P.O. of COS/ECR
duly pre-inspected by RITES/Kolkata.
On receipt of complaint from Sr. DME/SEE, a joint inspection
was called for. Even after calling for JI, the depot continued to
issue material to the same consignee under Sr DME/SEE. By the
time, the joint inspection was held, about 50% of the material
supplied by firm was issued. During joint inspection, it was
mentioned that as more than 50% of the material supplied was
consumed, the material is accepted.
The practice of issuing material to the same consignee, from
whom complaint for material has been received, even after calling
for joint inspection, is not correct. Once JI with inspecting agency
has been called for, issue of material should be stopped so that
during JI the aspect of regular consumption of material is not made
the basis of acceptance of material. Further use of sub standard/
inferior quality material may also compromise safety of running train
if the same is used in wagons/coaches.
All depot officers may be advised suitably.
(Mahesh Kumar)
DY. Chief Vigilance Officer(S)
For GM/Vigilance

x

Copy to : CME/E.C. Rly/Hajipur: for information and necessary
action please.
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SIL - 15/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. ECR/Vig /System Improvement/50

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
Dated:- 25.03.2014

CME
East Central Railway
Hajipur.
Sub:- Burning the insulation of power cables prior to disposal.

17284 WDM2

17277WDM2

During investigation of a vigilance case, it was noted that
Power cable (Cu) removed from the locomotive nos. 17284WDM2
& 17277 WDM2 was burnt by SSE/Diesel/PTRU and then Cu wire
was sent to SPJ depot for disposal. SSE/Diesel/PTRU told that
cables with insulation are not accepted by SPJ depot. However, no
written refusal by SPJ depot could be produced by SSE/Diesel/
PTRU in this regard. It was also gathered that other diesel sheds
also follow the same practice i.e. burn the insulation of cables prior
to sending to SPJ depot.
This is not a correct practice. Burning of insulation of power
cables (size 250sq mm & 300sq mm) is cumbersome as well as
hazardous and should not be resorted to. PL Nos. for scrap Cu
wire and scrap Cu cable with insulation are available at SPJ depot.
Sheds, therefore, may be instructed to send cables with
insulation to SPJ depot clearly indicating the % of Cu/Al and
insulation. Cables of different sizes should also not be mixed.
(Mahesh Kumar)
DY. Chief Vigilance Officer(S)
For GM/Vigilance
Copy to : COS/ECR/HJP: May kindly advice the stores depots
accordingly.
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SIL - 17/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. ECR/Vig/System Improvement/50

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
Dated: 15.04.2014

Principal Chief Engineer,
East Central Railway,
Hajipur.
Sub

: Calling of tender against sanctioned work without
verifying the quantities of work from field units.

During investigation of a complaint, it has been observed
that a proposal of CTR(S) works for inclusion in PWP was initiated
at divisional level without getting details of quantum of work from
field units. In the instant case, major portion of work had already
been executed through various contracts much before the work
was proposed for inclusion in PWP. Further, it was also observed
that at the stage of preparation of detailed estimate and calling of
tender, the scope of work proposed to be executed was also not
got verified from the site.
It is requested that, a system improvement letter may be
issued for obtaining details from field units at every stage i.e. at the
time of preparation of PWP proposal & detailed estimate and calling
of tender specially in case of track renewals works, as there is every
possibility of execution of these works in the intervening period on
safety consideration.
A copy of system improvement letter may be sent to this
office for information.
(J.K.Verma)
Sr. Deputy General Manager
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SIL - 19/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. ECR/Vig./System improvement/50

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
Dated 25-04-2014

FA&CAO,
ECR/Hajipur
Sub : Avoiding delay in payments due to failure of NEFT
transactions
A complaint related to repeated non payment and exceptional
delay in salary payment to a Gr C staff of SPJ division was
investigated. It came to notice that salary was credited into
employee's bank account after delay of 2-5 months. The payment
was processed through NEFT. Salary of all other employees except
the complainant was credited in time but transaction w.r.t. the
complainant employee's account failed and his account was not
credited. The amount which was not credited remained with Banks
for upto 05 months and Railway became aware of this only after
receipt of complaint from the employee concerned. This is an
undesirable situation wherein apart from hardship to Railway
employee, Railway's revenue too was blocked with Bank. Thus,
there is a need for early detection of individual cases of failed
transactions under NEFT mode of payment so as to avoid
complaints of delay in receiving payments.
It has been observed that presently Banks are not informing
Railway within the time specified under RBI norms about uncredited
transactions under NEFT. RBI norms specify that if it is not possible
to afford credit to the account of the beneficiary for whatever reason,
destination banks are required to return the transaction (to the
originating branch) within two hours of completion of the batch in
which the transaction was processed. On receiving such a returned
transaction, the originating bank has to credit the amount back to
account of the originating customer (Railway). RBI norms were not
followed by the Bank and it also came to notice that in the concerned
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division there was no system in place regarding reporting of failed
transactions under NEFT. Division also had no mechanism to ensure
that all the parties to whom payment was to be made had actually
received payments through NEFT in time. This leads to a very
peculiar situation where Railway's account is debited but actual
payment liability remains undischarged for months.
In this regard, instructions issued by Railway Board related
to e-payment scheme i..e RBA 51/2005 and instructions related to
implementation of RTGS/NEFT i.e. RBA 12/2010 were looked into.
Detailed instructions w.r.t. ECS are available in RBA 51/2005. Para

VI

vi of RBA 51/2005 mentions that sponsor bank has to submit reports
on un-credited items. The amount of un-credited item has to be
paid back to railways which will arrange payment through cheque/
draft. Para 3 of RBA 51/2005 also advises that modalities involved
for implementation of scheme may be finalised locally in consultation
with authorized banks.
In view of the above, it is advised that a suitable reporting
arrangement be worked out with the banks to facilitate immediate
detection of individual cases of failed transactions under NEFT as
per RBI norms so as to avoid complaints and also to prevent
blockage of Railway revenue with the banks for months. Necessary
guideline/instruction on the above may please also be issued to all
accounting units under your control.
Action taken may please be intimated to this office.
DA: As above
(J.K. Verma)
SDGM
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SIL - 26/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. ECR/Vig/System Improvement/50

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
Dated:- 03.07.2014

Principal Chief Engineer,
East Central Railway,
Hajipur
Sub:- Execution of chequered tiles over the platform coping.
In course of a preventive check conducted at one of the
station, it was found that chequered tiles have been fixed on the
platform coping in a width of 2.71m. Use of chequered tiles in varying
width has been found during vigilance check.
It is requested that standard width for provision of chequered
tiles over the platform coping may be specified for uniform adoption
by all Divisions.
(J.K.Verma)
Sr Deputy General Manager

"IT ALWAYS SEEMS IMPOSSIBLE
LIFE IS LIKE RIDING A BICYCLE.
TO KEEP YOUR BALANCE, YOU MUST

UNTILL ITS DONE"
NELSON MANDELA

KEEP MOVING.
"TAKE RISKS IN YOUR LIFE"
ALBERT EINSTEIN

IF YOU WIN, YOU CAN LEAD!
IF YOU LOOSE, YOU CAN GUIDE!
SWAMI VIVEKANANDA...
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SIL - 27/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.

No. ECR/VIG/System Improvement/50

July 07, 2014

Chief Mechanical Engineer
East Central Railway,
Hajipur.
Sub:- Feedback of execution of OBHS contracts.
During vigilance checks in different primary trains of ECR on
the aspect of cleanliness maintained in the OBHS nominated train,
it was observed that the quality of cleanliness is generally not being
maintained as per contract agreement and execution is not
satisfactory. This is evident from the different checks in various
trains as each time either less manpower or less material along
with poor/non-specified quality of consumables and non-use of
specified cleaning material / tools has been found in comparison to
contract agreement. On going through the feedback forms supposed
to be filled by passengers, it is observed that these feedbacks are
not giving the true picture of the performance of the OBHS services.
It appears that the passengers are filling the forms in casual manner
and are probably unaware of the fact that the payment to the
contractor is being made only on the basis of their feedback.
To create awareness among passengers, Railway Board has
advised vide letter No.2006/M(C)/165/9 dated 01.10.2007 in para
24 under 'Other Terms and Conditions' that "A sticker shall be pasted
at suitable locations at the doorways of each coach under the
scheme". The same guideline is included in all the tender documents
over ECR. However, in the vigilance checks it was also observed
that the specified sticker has not been provided by contractor in the
coaches under OBHS scheme. This aspect must be followed by
contractors and properly monitored by the Railway executives.
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Further, in order to make the feedback of passengers more
fruitful, it is advised to make suitable modifications in stickers and
feedback form in a way that it contains Name of the firm providing
OBHS services in the train with highlighting the aspect that
passenger's feedback is the only basis of payment to the concerned
firm. So that travelling passengers will be aware of this fact and will
give the feedback accordingly.
Therefore, it is requested that after suitable modification in
the sticker and feedback form, an instruction may be issued to all
concerned for strict compliance with a direction that the modification
on stickers and feedback form should be displayed in the bold text
and at a location so that maximum no. of passengers can go through
it. A copy of instruction may be sent to this office for information.
(S P S Yadav)
Dy.Chief Vigilance Officer/Elect.
East Central Railway/Hajipur

"WHAT COMES EASY WONT LAST LONG,
AND WHAT LASTS LONG WONT COME EASY."

IF YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO LEARN,
NO ONE CAN HELP YOU;
IF YOU ARE DETERMINED TO LEARN,
NO ONE CAN STOP YOU.
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AGREED LIST & SECRET LIST
What are the Agreed & Secret List?
To maintain a watch on the activities of Gazetted Officials
who are of doubtful integrity, two lists are maintained Agreed list and Secret list. The lists are prepared by Railway Board Vigilance as per the directives of DOPT & CVC.
The Secret List includes:a) Officers convicted in a Court of Law on a charge of
lack of integrity or moral turpitude.
b) Officers awarded a major penalty on charge of lack of
integrity or gross dereliction of duty in protecting the
Government's interest.
Agreed list is prepared annually by Vigilance Department
in consultation with CBI and contains names of such officers whose integrity and honesty is under a cloud.
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SIL - 28/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
No.ECR/Vig. System Improvement/50

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
July 10, 2014.

CAO/Con/N & S
E.C.Railway
Mahendrughat.
&
Principal Chief Engineer,
East Central Railway,
Hajipur.
Sub : Intimation regarding recording of original ground level
for earth work to vigilance organisation.
It is requested that suitable instructions be issued to Sr.DENs/
Dy.CE(Con)s to intimate Dy.CVO/Engg regarding recording of
original ground level, for earth work at least a month in advance to
enable vigilance organization to make checks if considered
necessary.
Copy of instructions issued to field units may please be
forwarded to this office for information.
(J.K.Verma)
Sr.Dy.General Manager

IT DOESENT MATTER HOW SLOW YOU GO,

Life's real failure is
when you do not realize

AS LONG AS YOU DONT STOP.

How close you were to success
when you gave up.
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SIL - 31/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.

No.ECR/VIG/System Improvement/50

Dated: 14.07.2014

Chief Personnel Officer
East Central Railway
Hajipur.
Sub : Misuse of card pass.

III
I

During investigation of a case it was found that four card
passes were issued in favour of AIRPF Association/ECR/HJP in
favour of office bearer of RPF Association without designation or
name though the circular no E(LR)III/2001/UTF-1 dt. 24.06.2003
stipulates otherwise .It was also found that no register is being
maintained by the association regarding movement of office bearers
and to pinpoint the custodian of the passes during journeys.
It is, therefore, requested to issue necessary guidelines for
identification of custodian of card passes issued in favour of office
bearer without name so that onus of liability can be fixed in case of
misuse. Also guidelines regarding up keep of records regarding
movement of office bearer in this regard may be issued under advise
to this office.
(Shikha Srivastava)
Dy.CVO(T)/ECR
for General Manager(Vigilance).
Copy To : Chief Security Commissioner/ECR for kind information
& necessary action please.

for General Manager(Vigilance).
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SIL - 32/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. ECR/Vig /System Improvement/50

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
Dated:- 04 .08.2014

Chief Electrical Engineer
East Central Railway
Hajipur.
Sub: Accountal of materials issued to Tower Wagon.
During a preventive check conducted in the unit of SSE/TRD/
DHN, Copper Contact wire and Catenary wire 65 sq.mm were found
short to the tune of 1802 mtrs and 120 mtrs. In-charge of the unit
intimated after check that these items were issued to Tower Wagon
and therefore appeared short during check. He also intimated that
materials issued to T/Wagons are not debited at once from the
ledger.
As per the provision for material in T/Wagon in AC Traction
Mannual "T/Wagon should carry necessary tools and adequate
stock of items required (insulators, contact/catenary wires). The
manual also mentions that an approved list of tools & equipments
to be carried in each car should be issued by DEE/TRD". The
manual neither specifies the quantity of materials to be kept in each
car nor does it mention its inclusion in the approved list of tools &
equipments.
All Sr.DEE/TRDs may be advised to issue a list of tools &
equipment & their nos and materials with their quantities required
for emergency maintenance work may be issued and kept in the T/
Wagon for inspection and verification by inspecting officials. The
quantities of materials issued to the T/Wagons should be debited
from the ledger at the time of issue and not later on.
Compliance of instruction issued by you to divisions may
please be advised to this office for information.
(Mahesh Kumar)
Dy. Chief Vigilance Officer(S)
for GM/Vigilance
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SIL - 36/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. ECR/Vig /System Improvement/50

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
Dated:- 11.08.2014

Controller of Stores
East Central Railway
Hajipur.

(LA)

(VRLA)

Sub : Issue of JPO for indicating percentage of lead content
in LA/VRLA batteries.

(JPO)

During investigation of a case pertaining to disposal of lead
Acid & VRLA Batteries 2V of different capacities of S&T department
of DNR division, it was observed that in the NS-11 (advice notes for
sending scrap batteries to depots), percentage of lead content for
each type of batteries was not indicated.
Lot of these scrap batteries was formed for auction sale and
in the description of the lot % of lead content was not mentioned. It
was also not mentioned on the survey sheet which was approved
at HQs. While fixing the Reserve Price (RP) of the batteries, %
lead content was not considered.
Lead is one of the major components of scrap LA/VRLA
batteries and its content varies for different capacities (AH) as well
as voltages of the batteries. LA batteries are disposed of by S&T,
Mech & Elect deptt.
A JPO with S&T, Mech & Elect deptt on this aspect is,

(JPO)

therefore, required to be made for indicating % of lead content of
the batteries in NS-11s (advice notes for returned stores) by the
sending units. As the lead content varies with capacities & voltage,
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in the lot for auction sale, the quantity of each type of battery capacity
wise & voltage wise should be indicated. Lots of intact batteries
should be formed and sold in nos and not in MT.

(JPO)

Action taken in regards to making of JPO & its implementation
may be intimated to this office.
(J.K. Verma)
Sr. Dy. General Manager

Copy to : CEE, CSTE, CME/E.C. Railway/Hajipur : for necessary
action pl.

DEAL WITH DAR
IF EVERYONE IS HAPPY WITH YOU THEN
SURELY YOU HAVE MADE MANY
COMPROMISES IN YOUR LIFE.
IF YOU ARE HAPPY WITH EVERYONE.
SURELY YOU HAVE IGNORED MANY
FAULTS OF OTHERS
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Unduly long suspension, while putting the concerned employee
to undue hardship, involves payment of subsistence allowance
without the employee performing any useful service to the organization.
As per Railway Board's letter No. E(D&A)2004 RG6-8 dated
20-10-2006, an order of suspension will be reviewed before
expiry of 90 days from the date of order and shall not be valid
after 90 days. Such extension of suspension shall be for a
period not exceeding 180 days at a time, with the exception of
judicial/criminal cases.
The review of suspension is to be made by the competent
authority on the recommendation of the review committee constituted for the purpose. The review committee will be constituted by the Appellate Authority, and comprise of three members, the suspending authority and two other officers not lower
in rank to him.
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SIL - 37/2014

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY
No.ECR/VIG/System Improvement/50

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
Dt. 25.08.14

Divisional Railway Manager
East Central Railway
Danapur
Sub: System Improvement to check misuse of FT Quota .

(xi)

During preventive check, conducted by Vig. Team/ECR at
Reservation office/Patna Jn with regard to release of berths under
Foreign Tourist Quota, it was noticed that there was a system
wherein applications were accepted and against which FT quota
berths were allotted in different trains & classes on production of
Photocopy of Visa and Passport of passengers.
On investigation, it was found that several PNRs have been
allotted berths under FT quota for which no relevant application or
record was produced. Thus, reservation staff released berths under
FTQ without following due procedure & authority. Railway Board's
guidelines have vide Commercial Circular No.10 of 2011 dt. 09.02.11
para (xi) in this regard have been violated.
It is, therefore, requested to check the system in light of
Board's instruction so that misuse of this quota may be avoided in
future. Inspections in this regard should also be carried out from
time to time at officer level.
An action taken report may please be sent to this office early.
(Shikha Srivastava)
Dy. CVO (T)
For GM(Vigilance)/ECR
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VIGILANCE BULLETIN
PLEDGE
We, the public servants of India, do hereby solemnly pledge
that we shall continuously strive to bring about integrity and
transparency in all spheres of our activities. We also pledge
that we shall work unstintingly for eradication of corruption in
all spheres of life. We shall remain vigilant and work towards
the growth and reputation of our organisation. Through our
collective efforts, we shall bring pride to our organisations
and provide value based service to our countrymen. We shall
do our duty conscientiously and act without fear or favour.

Carrying the perils of 'Desire'

- Sri Ramkrishna Paramahansa
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